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I když je člověk zvyklý vidět vládu Spojených států chovat se

iracionálně v epickém měřítku, aniž by se staral o to, co se stane

průměrnému občanovi, který není členem žádného z divných

volebních obvodů Demokratické strany, je stále možné být překvapen

nebo dokonce šokován. Krátce před koncem roku 2022 se v

mainstreamových médiích objevil článek a byl poměrně široce

rozšířen. Titulek, pod kterým byl uveden v původní verzi Business

Insider , zněl: „Jaderný útok by s největší pravděpodobností zamířil
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na jedno z těchto 6 amerických měst – ale expert tvrdí, že žádné z

nich není připraveno. Města byla New York, Washington DC, Los

Angeles, Chicago, Houston a San Francisco.

The article seeks to provide information and tips that would allow

one to survive a nuclear attack, repeating commentary from several

“experts” in emergency management and “public health” suggesting

that a nuclear war would be catastrophic but not necessarily the end

of the world. One should be prepared. It observes that “those cities

would struggle to provide emergency services to the wounded. The

cities also no longer have designated fallout shelters to protect people

from radiation.” It is full of sage advice and off-the-cuff observations,

including “Can you imagine a public official keeping buildings intact

for fallout shelters when the real-estate market is so tight?” Or even

better the advice from the Federal Emergency Management Agency

(FEMA)’s “nuclear detonation planning guide” that for everyday

citizens in a city that has been nuked: “Get inside, stay inside, and

stay tuned.” Dr. Ron Paul asks “Are they insane? They act as if a

nuclear attack on the United States is just another inconvenience to

plan for, like an ice storm or a hurricane.”

The article argues that the six cities would be prime targets as they

are centers for vital infrastructure. The bomb blasts would kill

hundreds of thousands or even millions of Americans with many

more deaths to follow from radiation poisoning, but the article

makes no attempt to explain why Russia, with a relatively sane

leadership, would want to start a nuclear war that would potentially

destroy the planet. Also, the targeting list of the cities provided by the

“experts” is itself a bit odd. Surely Russia would attack military and

government targets as a first priority to limit the possible retaliation

while also crippling the ability of the White House and Pentagon to

command and control the situation. Such targets would include both

San Diego and Norfolk where the US Atlantic and Pacific fleets are

based as well as the various Strategic Air Command bases and the

underground federal government evacuation site in Mount Weather

Virginia.

http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2023/january/02/a-gloomy-2023-here-are-some-bright-spots/
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Reading the article, one is reminded of the early years of the Cold

War that sought to reassure the public that nuclear war was

somehow manageable. It was a time when we elementary school

children were drilled in hiding under our desks when the air raid

alarm went off. Herman Kahn was, at that time, the most famous

advocate of the school of thought that the United States could survive

the “unthinkable,” i.e. a nuclear war. An American physicist by

training, Kahn became a founding member of the beyond neocon

nationalist Hudson Institute, which is still unfortunately around.

Kahn, who served in the US Army during the Second World War as a

non-combat telephone lineman, started has career as a military

strategist at the RAND Corporation. Kahn endorsed a policy of

deterrence and argued that if the Soviet Union believed that the

United States had a devastating second-strike capability then

Moscow would not initiate hostilities, which he explained in his

paper titled “The Nature and Feasibility of War and Deterrence”. The

Russians had to believe that even a perfectly coordinated massive

attack would guarantee a measure of retaliation that would leave

them devastated as well. Kahn also posited his idea of a “winnable”

nuclear exchange in his 1960 book On Thermonuclear War for which

he is often cited as one of the inspirations for the title character of

Stanley Kubrick’s classic film Dr. Strangelove.

The appearance of the Business Insider article dealing with a cool

discussion of the survivability from a nuclear war suggests that the

nutcases are again escaping from the psychiatric hospital here in the

US and are obtaining top jobs in government and the media. While

one continues to hope that somehow someone will wake up in the

White House and realize that the deep dark hole that we the

American people find ourselves in mandates a change of course and a

genuine reset, there is little daylight visible in the darkness.

My particular concern relates to the entangling relationships that

have kept our country permanently at war in spite of the fact that

since the Cold War ended in 1991 no potential adversary has actually

threatened the United States. Now, the federal government appears

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman_Kahn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hudson_Institute
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAND_Corporation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dr._Strangelove
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to be in the business of cultivating dangerous relationships to justify

defense spending and placing the nation on the brink of what might

prove to be catastrophic. The current US mission to “weaken Russia”

and eventually also China in order to maintain its own “rules based

international order” includes such hypocritical and utterly illegal

under international law anomalies as the continued military

occupation of part of Syria to deny that country’s leaders’ access to

their oil fields and best agricultural land. A recent UN humanitarian

agency investigation determined that the Syrian people are suffering

and even starving as a result of that and US imposed sanctions that

the Biden Administration maintains against all reason and humanity.

At the present time, however, the most entangling of all

relationships, even more than with Israel, has to be the engagement

of the US in the proxy war being fought against Russia on behalf of

Ukraine, which is exactly what threatens to turn nuclear if someone

blinks at the wrong time. Billions of dollars in direct aid as well as

billions more in the form of weapons stripped from arsenals in

Europe and the US have been given to the corrupt regime of

President Volodymyr Zelensky while Zelensky continues to work

assiduously to milk the situation and draw Washington into a deeper

war directly confronting Moscow.

In fact, by some reckonings the war has already begun, with the US

and its allies clearly dedicated to crippling the Russian economy

while also getting rid of President Vladimir Putin. The 101  Airborne

is now in place in Romania next to Ukraine to “warn” the Kremlin

while the Pentagon has recently admitted that some American

military personnel are already in Ukraine, contrary to the denials by

White House spokesmen. The British have also revealed that some of

their elite Special Ops personnel are on the ground. And there are

reports that more American soldiers will soon be on the way,

ostensibly to “track the weapons” being provided to Zelensky, which

will include US-made, Patriot Missile batteries some of which might

even be placed in NATO member Poland to provide air cover over

Western Ukraine, a definite act of war as seen by Russia, which has

st

https://thecradle.co/Article/News/19448
https://english.alarabiya.net/News/middle-east/2022/11/24/UN-calls-for-vital-aid-to-Syria-during-winter-
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https://news.yahoo.com/russia-warns-consequences-us-missiles-131340648.html
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warned that such a move would mean that the US and its allies had

“effectively become a party” to the war in Ukraine and there will be

“consequences.” “Consequences” means escalation.

The soldier-“trackers” mission may be in response to reports that

weapons provided by NATO have been corruptly sold or given to

third countries by the Ukrainians. The several US initiatives taken

together could produce a rapid escalation of the conflict complete

with dead Americans coming home in body bags and an inevitable

direct US involvement in combat roles that could lead anywhere, but

at this point it is the Russians who are acting with restraint by not

targeting the NATO and US “advisers” who are already active in

Ukraine.

Suspicion is also growing that the United States “green-lighted” in

advance recent cruise missile attacks carried out by Ukraine against

military targets deep inside Russia. Since the attacks, the White

House has declared that Ukraine has “permission” to attack Russia

and has basically conceded to the unbalanced Zelensky the right to

make all the decisions and run the war that the US is largely funding,

which is a formula for disaster. It is already known that Ukraine is

receiving top level intelligence provided both by the US and also

other NATO states. The precision attacks on Russia suggest that the

Ukrainian army was given the coordinates of possible active targets,

something that the US would be capable of providing but which

would have been beyond the abilities of Ukraine, which possesses no

satellite surveillance capability. If it is true that the White House was

involved in escalating the conflict it would be a very dangerous move,

inviting retaliation by Moscow.

To be sure, some idiots in Washington, mostly of the neocon variety,

continue to see war against Russia as something like a crusade for

world freedom. Rick Newman, Yahoo’s top Finance Columnist,

observes how “Budget hawks in Congress are worried about granting

President Biden’s request for an additional $38 billion in aid for

https://news.yahoo.com/russia-warns-consequences-us-missiles-131340648.html
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2022/december/12/did-the-pentagon-really-green-light-ukraine-strikes-inside-russia/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/billions-for-ukraine-is-the-deal-of-the-century-195547447.html
https://apnews.com/article/biden-europe-congress-government-and-politics-bddc8fc02afcc2a072bbdd388dc1a658
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Ukraine to help defeat the invading Russians.” He concludes “They’re

right. Thirty-eight billion isn’t enough. Make it $50 billion. Or even

$100 billion. The more, the better, until the job is done.”

Apparently, the bellicose Rick does not quite get that Russia has

made clear that if it is about to be defeated by force majeure it will go

nuclear. And Congress and the White House don’t seem to get it

either, with both the Republican and Democratic parties oblivious to

the real danger that confronts the American people. Nuclear war?

Sure! Just hide in your basement, if you have one, and tune in.

Philip M. Giraldi, Ph.D., is Executive Director of the Council for the

National Interest, a 501(c)3 tax deductible educational foundation

(Federal ID Number #52-1739023) that seeks a more interests-

based U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East. Website is

councilforthenationalinterest.org, address is P.O. Box 2157,

Purcellville VA 20134 and its email is inform@cnionline.org.
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1. I noted years ago that “Business Insider” is a CIA/Mossad
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2. emerging majority says:

January 10, 2023 at 5:18 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
Fronted by the Wagner group, Russian forces appear to have

completely surrounded the city of Soledar. Remnants of the Ukie

army who did not manage to escape the cauldron may now be

bottled up in a huge underground salt mine.

Meanwhile less than 20 miles away the other key to the

Ukrainian occupation of Donbass, the city of Bakhmut, will, at

present developments likely be surrounded and in the bag within

a week. The loss of those cities will reverberate down through

the rest of the Donbass agglomeration of cities and urban

satellites and shake the entire front.

The Neocons and the Department of $tate, both elements of the

Talmudist world domination scheme are becoming extremely

nervous. Between the CIA and the Pentagon there may be some

cooler heads who full well understand that if the U$$A resorts to

a nuclear first-strike, the Russian response would oblige most

Americans, particularly those in major metros to kiss their

kiesters goodby.

Let us all pray to whatever deity or force of spiritual power to

which we adhere. May the cooler heads prevail. What we face is

not some Hollywood extravaganza. It’s REAL.

• Agree: CSFurious, Joe Levantine

• Thanks: kit walker
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3. The Germ Theory of Disease says:

“Will 2023 be worse than 2022”?

Well that one’s easy.

Yes.

• Agree: YetAnotherAnon, Old and Grumpy, HallParvey,

Voltarde, HbutnotG, YesYesCircle

• LOL: Sean

• Replies: @Yukon Jack, @YesYesCircle
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4. Zachary Smith says:

January 10, 2023 at 5:52 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
I share Mr. Girardi’s concerns about articles telling how

“survivable” a nuclear war might be. Two clueless young women

feature as their main interview subject a Pollyannaish

“specialist” who may have read some upbeat survivalist books.

Suspicion is also growing that the United States “green-lighted” in advance recent
cruise missile attacks carried out by Ukraine against military targets deep inside
Russia.

It’s my personal fear that the situation was far worse than

“giving permission” to Ukraine.

“Somebody” rebuilt the antique jet drones, fitting them with the

latest in guidance technology. Air Forces try to avoid radar

stations when making intrusions, and until I learn otherwise I’m

going to say that satellite images were manipulated by giant

computers to allow the Ukrainian drones to locate and fly very

low through paths of subtle ground radar shadows in order to

avoid being detected during most or all of the flight. In each case

news reports say the drones made it all the way to the targets,

where point defenses destroyed them.

The Russians obviously need to take a close look at such

vulnerabilities of all their important targets, or they might be

caught with their pants down from attacks by far more

destructive weapons. High towers? Drone-mounted AWACS? Or

just a few more radar stations.

Repeating what I’ve said previously, our Zionist Overlords are

directing a feeble old warmonger to keep cranking things up.

Given the incredible stakes, this is an unimaginably dangerous

game.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
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Nothing in the way of conventional weapons is going to turn the

situation around in Ukraine. Not if we send them every Bradley

Fighing Vehicle we have. Every Patriot Missile we have. The

former is just another way to quickly kill Ukrainian soldiers.

NATO is either going nuclear or it isn’t. It’s another fear of mine

they’re crazy enough to think they can get away with it.

Hopefully the Russians will have had the time to compose a

suitable reply which doesn’t include ICBMs.

• Agree: nokangaroos

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

5. SafeNow says:

10. ledna 2023 v 6:14 GMT • před 13,2 dny • 100 slov ↑   

John Fowles napsal, že muži milují válku, protože jim umožňuje

vypadat vážně; protože muži si myslí, že to je jediná věc, která

ženám brání se jim smát. Takže to je ono? „Biologický imperativ“

v práci? Zdá se, že jde o americkou psychózu. Přestřelka v OK

Corral a dál a dál. Dokonce ho mají i redakce New York Post a

Wall Street Journal. To bude náš konec, protože jak

psychologové tajně vědí, lidé se nemění.

•  Odpovědi:@Tom Welsh,@Victor G.
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6. Anonymous[375] •  Zřeknutí se odpovědnosti říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 6:17 GMT • před 13,2 dny    ↑
@emerging majority

Je hezké vidět, jak se žoldáci limey a Polack rozprašují v

Soledaru ruskými silami. 

 
Dali své životy za Globohomo. 

•  Odpovědi:@Kolya Krassotkin,@Republic

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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7. Yukon Jackříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 6:19 GMT • před 13,2 dny • 600 slov ↑   

V jaderné válce jsou upřednostňovány cíle. Prvními cíli, které

zasáhnou, jsou vojenské základny, ponorky, letiště, odkud může

nepřítel podniknout protiútok. Pokud nepřátelům neodstraníte

strategické bombardéry, ICBM a ponorky, máte husu uvařenou.

Existuje teorie, že Rusko odpálí bombu tsunami u východního

pobřeží a přílivová vlna odstraní města a přístavy na východním

pobřeží, takže schopnost Ameriky vést válku z východního

pobřeží je anulována. Vzhledem k tomu, že to vyžaduje pouze

jednu bombu, ruský jaderný arzenál by byl stále nedotčený, ale

vojenská průmyslová infrastruktura národů byla zbavena hlavy.

Rusko nemá problém s průměrným americkým otrokem, oni

mají problém s válečnými štváči v DC. Problém Ruska s námi by

vyřešila bomba tsunami na východním pobřeží, které má mělký

terén ve vnitrozemí.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Yukon+Jack
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DfMcL-_UwAAKE6b.jpg:large
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Mitchell Henderson, a regular on Jeff Rense radio, says Russia

will choose to attack us on their schedule, it will not be

announced, when you least expect it, and it will be a full all out

attack, and nothing will be spared. (You can listen to any of the

interviews by going to rense.com, and scrolling down the left

side until you find the interview postings.)

If even one major city was hit with a nuke it would be

catastrophic for the world. If NYC was hit all the big banks

would fail, and Wall Street would be gone, the New York Stock

exchange would be gone, and all the derivatives and debts would

blow up. The capitalist system would be gone.

If DC was hit then the Federal Reserve would be gone along with

the value of the paper notes in your pocket. The economic

devastation of a nuclear attack on any major financial hub would

make the 1929 crash seem like a picnic. But if Putin really

wanted to take out the west, and the Jew bankers, and end them

for good, then he should hit all the major banking centers like

the City of London, and NYC, which would also end the Masonic

control of the world.

If Putin wants to end the Zionists, (who are also the Neocons)

then he needs to take out London and Rothschild, Tel Aviv, NYC,

and D.C. Those cities are the real axis of evil in the world.

https://i.dailymail.co.uk/1s/2019/04/20/22/12521120-0-image-a-3_1555795662766.jpg
https://rense.com/
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Trump said what good are nuclear weapons if you can’t use

them? I think Israel is using them, like the harbor in Beirut.

Small nuclear weapons can be used so long as you provide a

good cover story like Ammonium Nitrate, or in the case of 9-11-

2001 Arab terrorists and airplanes.

 

 

Video Link

Then we have the Samson Option, and Israel’s potential ability

to black mail the world with hidden nuclear bombs in major

cities. So the Mossad could detonate a bomb in NYC, blame

Russia, so Amerika and Russia would go at it destroying

themselves leaving Israel victorious and paving the way for the

end times Jew World Order and Greater Israel.

“Once we squeeze all we can out of the United States, it can dry up and blow
away.”

 —Netanyahu, the prime minister of “Israel” to Jonathan Pollard upon exiting
Pollard’s jail cell.

And what Bibi wants, Bibi gets.

So Phil, I second your notion, 2023 could be much worse.

• Agree: Olivier1973

• Thanks: Joe Levantine, Tsar Nicholas
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8. MandrakesIceCream says:

“That’s right, sir, you are the only person authorized to do so.

And although I, uh, hate to judge before all the facts are in, it’s

beginning to look like, uh, General Ripper exceeded his

authority.” —General “Buck” Turgidson

• Replies: @Decoy

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

9. chris says:

January 10, 2023 at 6:30 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 100

Words   ↑

Apparently, the bellicose Rick does not quite get that Russia has made clear that if it
is about to be defeated by force majeure it will go nuclear. And Congress and the
White House don’t seem to get it either, with both the Republican and Democratic
parties oblivious to the real danger that confronts the American people. Nuclear war?
Sure! Just hide in your basement, if you have one, and tune in.

The insane bellicosity trumpeted by all the DC and media

partisans is so out of control that it seems like a well

orchestrated diversionary tactic. The obvious (out of the

limelight) focus being the final solution of the Palestinians.

I don’t see anything else that could better explain the perfectly

choreographed insanity of the West.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

10. Johnny LeBlanc says:

The Jews in the State Department are gonna kill us all.

• Replies: @Z-man, @Curmudgeon
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11. Odyssey says:

January 10, 2023 at 6:49 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@emerging majority

Bahmut (i.e. Artemovsk) was the capital of Slaveno-Serbia, one

of the two areas founded by settled Serbs in 1750. The second

area was New Serbia. The Serbs had separate military units and

commanders and defended Russia against the Turks. They

produced several generals of the imperial army who

distinguished themselves in the battles against Napoleon. There

are perhaps more than a million of their descendants today.

They were assimilated throughout history and now probably

fight on both sides of the war. However, most of them for 8 years

have been fighting as part of the Donbas Army against the

Ukronazi Army.

• Thanks: Antiwar7
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12. Jesuitic Ziowahhabiz says:

January 10, 2023 at 7:09 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
Weaken Russia? You mean the noose’s getting tightened around

the taxcattle’s neck. The US-led terrorists and RU/China may go

to war, but, as usual thruout history, any price in treasure and

blood will by paid by people, though some will do so happily

because they see Putin, Xi, Trump, etc., as some sort of saviors;

clueless thick-skulled partisans and cultists aren’t scarce among

the cannon fodder stock.

War here and there sounds like great accompaniment to the

Plandemic, Inc. LLC joint venture, in which US-led bloc and the

RU/China bloc are equal stakeholders, killing many birds with

all kinds of shots as geopolitics is Great-Reset-ed to

“multipolarity”.

• Agree: Bro43rd

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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13. Derer says:

January 10, 2023 at 7:10 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
In 2023 finally Russians will comprehend what happened in

2014. The Anglo-Zionist zone committed horrendous

international crime by removing the pro-Russian elected

president of Ukraine. The Russian priority in Ukraine from the

beginning should have been to remedy this despicable foreign

interference that crossed the well communicated Russian red

line (similar to Cuban red line), being the Ukrainian west border.

Finally, in 2023 Russia will concentrate on removing the Anglo-

Zionist puppet from Kiev by force. Restore the Christian

parliament and Christian opposition parties as well as

independent media. That would appear morally right to any

sensible observer. This should have been done long time ago and

many lives and destruction would have been spared. The

Russian velvet approach is insane, you must go first after the

regime leadership as it was done by Anglo-Zionist warmongers

“successfully” in Iraq or Libya, they tried that in Syria as well by

Russians stop them there.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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14. JasonT says:

January 10, 2023 at 7:11 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Giraldi,

Joe Biden cannot remember whether he crapped in the toilet or

his pants this morning. Either call out the real powers behind

this or shut up. And if you don’t know who is behind this then

you are useless. Nothing you say is unknown to any one who can

read.

• Agree: A. Clifton

• Disagree: Tom Welsh

• Thanks: Realist, TheMoon

• LOL: Reverend Goody

• Replies: @Z-man
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15. Brosi says:

January 10, 2023 at 7:12 am GMT • 13.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The US cannot stop the Zircon missiles and Russian nuclear

submarines could be anywhere off of either coast, Russia has

active and effective ABM systems protecting her cities.

It looks to me like the Russians ended up with the best German

scientists after the Allies raped and murdered all of Germany in

1945. Both sides stripped out industrial plant and enslaved

German scientists and engineers under threat of execution for

their “crimes”, but by all appearances the Russians got the better

ones.

Just consider the Space program. Even with Werner von Braun,

All the US could give the planet was fake moon landings.

Or consider fighter jets. Russia stole the better Aerospace

technology and plant from Germany.

• Agree: Tom Welsh, Olivier1973

• Replies: @Z-man

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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16. Kurt Knispel says:

Pain is a changer:

 
Priests & politicians & guards and their families must get to feel

war personally.

 
Call it asymmetrical warfare or not. There are countless

possibilities to bring personal war to Jerusalem, Vatican,

London, New York and Washington DC.

• Replies: @YetAnotherAnon
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17. GomezAdddams says:

Canada will send its 2,000 Latvian troops nito combat tomorrow

—this will help Zelenskyy and Soros to victory.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

18. Anon[249] • Disclaimer says:

January 10, 2023 at 8:31 am GMT • 13.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
….repeating commentary from several “experts” in emergency

management and “public health” suggesting that a nuclear war

would be catastrophic but not necessarily the end of the

world……

Cue that great scene from Dr. Strangelove where the Air Force

General presents his war options to the President “20 million

dead tops, depending on the breaks”

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/LNC0YwuGLqg

• Thanks: Decoy

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. Commentator Mike says:

@emerging majority

It looks like Wagner is getting a lot of experience. Maybe it will

be useful when they deploy in Africa and elsewhere.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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20. Badger Down says:

The calculation needs to include tens of thousands of people

blinded by the flash, deafened by the shockwave, and blasted

with glass splinters large and small. You don’t just crawl out

from under your table and start digging potatoes.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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21. Tucker says:

January 10, 2023 at 9:46 am GMT • 13.1 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

“Trump said what good are nuclear weapons if you can’t use

them?”

I’d like to know where in the hell you found proof that Trump

made this kind of mentally insane comment. I have a lot of

criticisms of Trump, but the one thing that I have seen from him

that has been consistent ever since he decided to get involved in

politics is his often stated opposition to these endless, illegal,

unnecessary, and belligerent wars that the jewish neocons and

their treasonous gentile accomplices have been lying America

into for the last 20 or more years.

Trump has repeatedly criticized Biden and for his recklessness

and dangerously provocative meddling in the Ukraine and has

warned that this dementia ridden psychopath could wind up

igniting a World War 3 that would involve use of nuclear

weapons that could destroy life on this entire planet.

That comment sounds to me like something that would come out

of the mouth of someone like Max Boot or John Bolton or

Madeline Albright.

Provide proof that Trump ever mouthed such an irresponsible,

lackadaisical and clearly psychopathic, unhinged statement like

that – or else you owe the guy an apology.

Oh, and just to be clear. I have been a hard core critic of Trump

and have not hesitated to rip him a new one when he deserves it.

But, claiming Trump is somehow pro-Nuclear War and Nuclear

Armageddon sounds like you’ve got a serious case of Trump

Derangement Syndrome.

• Agree: Tom Welsh, Son of a Jedi, Kolya Krassotkin
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22. Priss Factor says:

If NY is gonna get nuked, I want WWIII.

• Agree: Weave, HbutnotG

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

23. peter mcloughlin says:

The pattern of history says world war is coming, perhaps not this

year – but soon enough. Every empire eventually gets the war it

is trying to avoid: it will delude itself conflict can be averted,

limited in scale or most dangerous of all – won.

 
https://patternofhistory.wordpress.com/

• Agree: Son of a Jedi

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. YetAnotherAnon says:

@Kurt Knispel

“Priests & politicians & guards and their families must get to

feel war personally. Call it asymmetrical warfare or not. There

are countless possibilities to bring personal war to Jerusalem,

Vatican…”

Erm… how many divisions did you say the Pope has?
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25. Ray Caruso says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:56 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
Joe Biden does not have a will of his own, except as far as eating

ice cream, taking a nap, and spending some quality time sitting

on the commode. If his (((owners))), who installed his senile ass

in the lofty position it occupies, tell him to start a nuclear war

with Russia or China, he will do it.

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin

• Replies: @Kolya Krassotkin, @GMC

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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26. Tom Welsh says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:05 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
“Can you imagine a public official keeping buildings intact for

fallout shelters when the real-estate market is so tight?”

A perfect single-sentence explanation of what is wrong with the

US social, financial, and government systems.

Can you imagine a large and powerful nation that cannot even

take the first step toward protecting its citizens from the risk of

utter destruction – because of some imaginary “market

conditions”?

If Americans cherish “the market” more than their lives and

liberty, they must suffer the consequences.

• Replies: @skrik
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27. grr says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:13 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
All this media hype of US cities coming under nuke attacks are

just US projecting their aims.

 
The US, and the UK, are the criminally inclined entities with

form when it comes to bombing cities in to oblivion.

Russia and China will nuke, or use conventional missiles and

bombs, on military targets only. They will not obliterate a city as

punishment or to just prove a point. Unless they have it done to

them first.

The Germans refrained from bombing civilian centres in

England, but Churchill kept bombing German cities and finally

the Luftwaffe retaliated – as Churchill wanted.

• Agree: Thor Walhovd
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28. Greta Handel says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:14 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Tucker

Awaiting Yukon Jack’s reply, I just spent a couple minutes

researching the purported Trump statement.

It appears to have first been reported, citing an anonymous

source who claimed to have briefed Trump, by MSNBC’s Joe

Scarborough during the 2016 election campaign, and then

typically amplified by other Establishment media.

Why? To scare people away from voting for him. That was then,

Ukraine and Taiwan are now. (Remember Kamala Harris

questioning the hastiness of Trump’s Operation Warp Speed

during the 2020 “debates”?)

So Tucker’s apparently fallen for a stale lie. But the larger truth

is that none of these Red+Blue people — including Trump — or

their stenographer “journalists” will hesitate to say or suppress

anything if it helps them obtain or maintain power. Shamelessly

unprincipled hypocrites who couldn’t care less about the sheep

voting for more of the same.

• Agree: Realist

• Thanks: Tom Welsh, JimDandy

• Replies: @Jeff Davis
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29. Tom Welsh says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:23 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
“Billions of dollars in direct aid as well as billions more in the

form of weapons stripped from arsenals in Europe and the US

have been given to the corrupt regime of President Volodymyr

Zelensky while Zelensky continues to work assiduously to milk

the situation and draw Washington into a deeper war directly

confronting Moscow”.

This kind of language will never let you understand what is really

going on. “Europe”, “the US[A]”, “Washington”, “Moscow”, etc.

are all high-level abstractions with very little meaning in the

context of such discussions.

The reality is that many individual human beings are pursuing

what they consider to be their own interests, both severally and

jointly, directly and indirectly. So many individuals have been

betraying their own countries and citizens for so long that it is

hardly noticeable any more. Arguably it first plumbed the depths

in Washington DC where, as many astute observers have pointed

out, literally everything is for sale at a price. It’s not a capital city

or a government as much as a simple market.

References to “the corrupt regime of President Volodymyr

Zelensky” should be expanded to make it clear that the

Washington, London, Paris, Berlin, Rome, etc. regimes are every

bit as corrupt as that which squats so profitably in Kiev. The

American, British, French, German, Italian and Ukrainian

peoples don’t come into the picture at all – except perhaps as

useful tools.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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30. anon[152] • Disclaimer says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:26 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
In the meantime the “Ukraine war” has taken the covid

document dumps off the front pages. How CONVENIENT.

Millions of lives ruined but we should worry about whether or

not Zelensky is upset. Please. On a brighter note, financial

insolvency and famine are on the horizen. To paraphrase a

vietnam era song, and its one two three… wait a minute…what

ARE we fighting for?

• Replies: @Brad Anbro
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31. grr says:

@Tucker

“…last 20 or more years..” More. Much more.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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32. nickels says:

Iron rule of history- loose your country to psychotic jews and

psychotic ideologies and see your cities laid waste to rubble.
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33. Tom Welsh says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:32 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith

All of this helps Russia to detect and plug the gaps in its

defences. Meanwhile the USA benefits from no such process of

immunisation.

This is one of the ways in which the often misquoted remark of

Nietzsche, “Whatever does not kill me makes me stronger” fits

the bill precisely.

I wouldn’t be in the least surprised if this whole topic was

foreseen and planned for by the Russians long before the SMO

began. There may not be many people left who actually lived

through the Great Patriotic War, but wise societies remember

vividly whatever touches on their survival. Immense losses were

suffered, but in the end the USSR won – and emerged as the

world’s leading military power.

Because it had to.
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34. grr says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:34 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Tucker

Well Tucker, I just did a quick search and there are many

sources attributing that quote to Trump. He is reported to have

said it in 2016.

I’m not saying he said it, or didn’t say it; how could I know. And

how could you?

However he is reported as saying it.

I reckon you owe Yukon Jack an apology.

• LOL: Decoy

• Replies: @Greta Handel
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35. Hulkamania says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:42 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
The American strategy against its enemies remains focused on

economic war, so I don’t see any reason they would want to

escalate to nuclear war. In the Ukraine, they want to maintain

the fighting at relative stalemate in order to drain Russian

resources. Economically, the American strategy now is to create

a global economic depression (see fed rate hikes). They believe

that China and Russia will be harmed more than the USA will be

by this. It will also have the benefit of increasing unemployment,

so that employers will have the upper hand against labor and

they will be able to reduce wages.

The USA is in the phase of its empire now that it cannot

dominate its enemies outright, so instead it has chosen to inflict

harm on everyone, including itself, with the expectation that the

USA will come out in a relatively stronger position in the end.

• Agree: Deep Thought

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Harold Smith
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36. RoatanBill says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:56 am GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
In the larger life of society, the people are made to

submit to the orders of those who were originally

meant to serve them – the government and its agents.

Once you do that, the power you have delegated will be

used against you and your interests every time. And

then you complain that your leaders misuse their

power. No, my friend, they don’t misuse it; they only

use it, for it is the use of power, which is itself the worst

misuse.

 
Alexander Berkman

Democracy is the theory that the common people know

what they want, and deserve to get it good and hard.

 
H. L. Mencken

You asked for what you got. By voluntarily lowering yourselves

to the status of slaves by participating in electing your masters,

why should you be treated any better than your own mind

conceived?

• Agree: Realist

• Replies: @7crabwalk11
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37. Wizard of Oz says:

@emerging majority

If your first two paragraphs’ prognostications are not born out

will you shut up and spare us garbage for a few months?

• Troll: Olivier1973, emerging majority

• Replies: @skrik
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38. Chuck Orloski says:

Thanks once again for another great and educational article.

Below, one can listen to Senator Rand Paul on his opposition to

ZUS financial aid to Ukraine.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/g781iUxQdkk
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39. Marcali says:

January 10, 2023 at 12:43 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
The Russian Question could have been solved quite easily in

1941, by leaving people to solve it for the US instead of doing

this:

“The first convoys with American goods were already being sent

to the USSR by August 1941. Shortly afterwards the Germans

found out about the convoy routes, and the allies suffered great

losses. During the war Nazi submarines and torpedoes sank

about 80 cargo ships destined for the USSR.

 
More than 14,000 U.S. airplanes, 8,000 of which came from

Alaska, were given to the Soviet Union in the course of the war.

 
The USSR received a total of 44,000 American jeeps, 375,883

cargo trucks, 8,071 tractors and 12,700 tanks. Additionally,

1,541,590 blankets, 331,066 liters of alcohol, 15,417,000 pairs of

army boots, 106,893 tons of cotton, 2,670,000 tons of petroleum

products and 4,478,000 tons of food supplies made their way

into the Soviet Union.”

 
(Russia Beyond, March 14 2016)

• Replies: @messageinabottle
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40. Greta Handel says:

@grr

He is reported to have said it in 2016.

Yep, see #29.

Did you not see in any of that reportage the denial of Trump’s

campaign spokesperson?

I reckon you’re still waking up.

• Agree: Decoy

• Replies: @Greta Handel, @grr
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41. Greta Handel says:

@Greta Handel

Sorry, #28.
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42. Observator says:

January 10, 2023 at 1:06 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
Great article and comments, lots of food for thought. Our leaders

may be insane but they are not crazy. The media they control

have over a century’s experience in narrative control. Distraction

is a main objective, and deception is its tool. As Goering

commented in enemy captivity, to ensure obedience tell your

people they are in mortal danger from a ruthless foreign enemy.

Our system is crumbling, strangled at every level by greed and

corruption. Add to this both parties’ longtime policy of dividing

us against one another; that has worked too well, so that we are

again rapidly becoming ungovernable. FDR clearly provoked

WWII in order to suppress widespread dissent and unite angry

Depression-battered Americans behind a government that cared

for nothing as much as global domination, then as now. Trump

seems to have been the catalyst for this phase, which may have

been why he was allowed to gain the presidency in the first place.

The question is how clumsily State will play its hand and how

skilfully Russia will separate policy from bluster. Those who

howl for regime change in the RF would do well to remember

that Putin and his All-Russia Party are the moderates.

• Thanks: mark green

• Replies: @Ulf Thorsen
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43. Anonymous[380] • Disclaimer says:

January 10, 2023 at 1:08 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Hulkamania

Hulkamania,

 
You are right – capitalism has already died in America and left a

stinking corpse. It needs to be replaced by a national socialism –

like China is doing. A socialism will lift the American working

class and sink those who inherited their money and positions –

both very good things.
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44. grr says:

@Greta Handel

Nah, fully awake. I just don’t believe anything until proven.

From either side of the divide.

As I said “….reported to have said…”.

And reported means shit.

• Replies: @Greta Handel
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45. Kolya Krassotkin says:

@Anonymous

It’s hard enough to die for home, mom and apple pie, but you’ve

got to be batcrap cazy to die for open borders, gay marriage and

drag queen story hour.

(In a post-apocalyptic US which of the now privileged groups

will be targeted for reprisals first?)
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46. Robert Dolan says:

The jews have lost their minds and they are having a temper

tantrum because they are losing.

Expect more pain.

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski, @Padojo
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47. Kolya Krassotkin says:

@Ray Caruso

Overlooking for the moment what an overwhelming tragedy it

would be, can you get more burlesque than a man who can now

barely wipe his own ass blowing up the planet?

• Replies: @Buck Ransom
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48. Tom Welsh says:

@SafeNow

The Americans’ problem is that they have never been properly

defeated in a serious war.

That may change.

• Replies: @Rev. Spooner
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49. Tom Welsh says:

January 10, 2023 at 1:35 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Kolya Krassotkin

I take your point, but of course no one is dying for “open

borders, gay marriage and drag queen story hour”.

Whether they know it or not, they are dying to add to the

colossal fortunes of the world’s wealthiest people, and to protect

– in the view of those people – their privileges.

Which is even worse.

“Stupidity cannot be cured with money, or through education, or

by legislation. Stupidity isn’t a sin, the victim can’t help being

stupid. But stupidity is the only universal capital crime; the

sentence is death, there is no appeal, and execution is carried out

automatically and without pity”.

– Lazarus Long, in “Time Enough for Love” (Robert A Heinlein)

• Agree: Old and Grumpy, follyofwar

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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50. Height_776 says:

January 10, 2023 at 1:38 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
Russia will not be defeated in Ukraine. There will be no nuclear

war… The beginning of a nuclear armageddon can only be given

by a possible military attack by Israel and the United States

against Iran.

 
Herman Kahn. His parents were Jewish immigrants from

Eastern Europe.That explains a lot.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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51. Tom Welsh says:

January 10, 2023 at 1:38 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Anonymous

I suspect the problem is one of mental rigidity. Classical

capitalism may or may not have been a suitable system at certain

times and places – all of them in the past now.

It isn’t any longer. But those who profit from it will do

everything in their power to maintain the illusion that it is “the

best of all possible worlds”.

Helped materially by the fact that 99% of economists and other

academics are in their pay. (Obviously, Michael Hudson is

prominent among the 1%).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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52. Darryl Ford says:

@Commentator Mike

I hope so. The White South Africans are in existential trouble.
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53. Darryl Ford says:

@Commentator Mike

I hope so. The white South Africans appear to be heading for an

eventual bloodbath, thanks to the EFF (Economic Freedom

Front) and other white-hating racist groups.
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54. Passing By says:

@Kolya Krassotkin

Hatred and frustration can be blinding.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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55. usNthem says:

I vote a tidal wave nuke or two off the Cali coast so we don’t get

too much fallout.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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56. S says:

January 10, 2023 at 1:51 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 800

Words   ↑

“A nuclear attack would most likely target one of these 6 US cities — but an
expert says none of them are prepared.” The cities were New York, Washington
DC, Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston and San Francisco.

 

New York City is toast!

‘This used to be my home…I lived here, worked here.’

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/KKoPAIkiU3o

Fun fact about the famous Planet of the Apes franchise, a series

which is openly acknowledged to be an allegory about

Black/White relations, past, present, (and future?), that Mr

Giraldi, considering his CIA background, might appreciate:

[MORE]

• Thanks: Judd
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57. Realist says:

Is Joe Biden willing to destroy the world to “weaken Russia”?

Biden has no power or self-awareness; he is in control of

nothing, and he has no administration. Why do all writers and

commenters refer to Biden at all?

• Agree: usNthem
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58. drsmith says:

People are writing a lot of words just to state the obvious – in a

single word, Yes, Biden and all his ilk have no issues in doing

this.

• Agree: Thor Walhovd
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59. The roman says:

January 10, 2023 at 2:10 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
In Russia heroism and stoical acceptance of pain and sacrifice is

common and in hard times is routine. Lives are considered

expendables and death is accepted better than in the west.

Hundreds of thousands or even millions of lives lost are already

in the count of the great confrontantion that lies ahead .

Everybody understand that Russia is facing a crucial fight fir life

or death , and russians will not back down . The russians know it

and they know what their duty is. This is the big difference

beetween the Great Mother Russia and the whore countries that

the western citizens belong to . Nobody in the west want to die

for his country, first because the country is not his or her

anymore and also because they feel that the Russians do not

want anything from them that is other than acceptance and

respect. The problem is that the citizens , in these democratic

countries, they do not matter any longer since a global elite and

their local sichopants are pursueding a new world order in which

the populations are just wortheless masses of deracinated

individuals. This cosmoplitans are actually in total control of all

the international institutions and most of the western nations.

The Russians are governed by the siloviki who are russians and

care for the russians while the west is run by a cosmoplitan elite

who doesn’ t give a damn about the hapeless population who are

kept in stupor by psy ops and propaganda. This superclass is

eager to do whatever it takes to stay in the top of the world , even

sacrifice millions of citizens in a nuclear war. There is not way

out.

• Replies: @JonesHenry, @c matt
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60. GMC says:

January 10, 2023 at 2:11 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ray Caruso

Agree, if I recall, during the Obama reign of terrorism, there was

a shake down in the US Military Nuclear Personnel Dept. { in

Colorado ?} and it was blamed on their incompetence. I believe

during this time the US Military was forced to add some

classified private management specialists to the Nuclear

Defense/Offense installations, which would go along with your

post that – it matters little about Biden, other than he would be

blamed. My big question , who really is behind the silo triggers,

the targets, and if they are Tribal members. The Tribe and their

Partners own everything else in America – why wouldn’t they

have the access to the codes? It’s a scary thought, but remember

– America got Bought Out.
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61. Greta Handel says:

@grr

So go back upthread and tell Yukon Jack (who still hasn’t replied

to Tucker’s request for a source).
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62. Jeffrey A Freeman says:

Maine should be fine. Fire away.
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63. Chuck Orloski says:

January 10, 2023 at 2:15 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Robert Dolan

Wisely, Robert Dolan wrote: The jews have lost their minds and

they are having a temper tantrum because they are losing.

Expect more pain.”

As our ZOG can’t get any closer to Israel, we can expect an attack

on Iran very soon. Please refer below?

https://news.antiwar.com/2023/01/09/netanyahu-tells-aipac-

its-time-for-the-us-and-israel-to-close-ranks-on-iran/
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64. Judd says:

January 10, 2023 at 2:22 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 400

Words   ↑
I don’t see a way back home and with each passing moment, all

paths will eventually lead to one.

They do not listen to us, they do not represent the majority will

of the people, they are unresponsive, they do not care for the

welfare of the people; they openly lie, brazenly loot and are

wanton murderers of the highest order;

they impose collective trauma, and always in the name of safety

or “national security” they rape the Law at great cost to the

people, they are treasonous and the enemy of the people; As

such,

Run this algo:

Nothing less than full decapitation; 535 +9 plus their staffs and

families – this is a minimum.

Then, burn the National Security Council, the DOD, the

executive office of the president of the united states, DEA, ATF,

FBI, CIA, FDA, CDC, IRS, DOJ, SEC; The Federal Reserve and

all its branches(especially the NY FED) and all of its board

members, any registered foreign agent; organizations such as

AIPAC or the Chamber of Commerce or FINRA, all holders of

dual or multiple nationality should be given one chance to pick

one nationality, basically all of it is rotten to the core and needs

to come down.

We offer amnesty and reconciliation to the rest if they swear an

oath not to act as traitors to the country and the people.

I know its not pretty, it has very bad slippery slope french

revolution potential, but this is where we are, I’m tired of being

constantly lied to and treated as an enemy at worst and as a cow

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Judd
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to be milked at best. There are millions of Americans in various

forms of consciousness that feel the same way as I do.

Its too late, we cant go home, we have to decapitate and start

over and rebuild with what is left. The looting and Lies have to

stop and there must be consequences for past wrongs done to

the people and the country.

Never forget CONgress and the white house excused themselves

from obamacare, they gave themselves and exemptions from

taking the pfizer death shot, pelosi gave all staff a $40,000 raise

on her way out, of all them get lifetime peleton memberships, all

while people are dying and getting evicted.

People are tired of being traumatized and looted, not by foreign

agents and enemies, but by their own representatives and

government.

This blatant abuse and trauma imposed on us by the US

congress and the white house and US institutions is beyond

anything acceptable, this society is sick, precisely due to the

action of the elites doing the “leading”. Enough.

The looting and Lying must stop.

• Agree: Robert Bruce
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65. Paul Greenwood says:

January 10, 2023 at 2:24 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
Somewhat alarmist. US 10st Airborne is a fig-leaf for Romania

and impotent in a serious war zone like Ukraine – it lacks any

support or logistics and would be eradicated.

British SAS is 900 strong and was not quite so impressive in Iraq

or in Afghanistan – even though it deployed Reservist units

because it is manpower constrained.

Fighting a war on Russia’s borders has never been very

successful and Adolf Hitler deployed enough soldiers to have 6.9

million casualties – half of them immediately KIA.

As for eradication of US cities that is the response to US Wet

Dreams of limiting nuclear war to Europe – just as under

Reagan – he changed his tune after Able Archer 83 and the

revelations of Soviet active response to a simulated NATO

attack.

US is chaotic – it cannot even run a Smart Electrical Grid, lacks

proper rail infrastructure, has no robust banking system, and

lacks an integrated health care system – NYC could not even

deal with the Covid scenario and killed off its senior population

in error

Američané mají iluze – nejsou odolní vůči odvetě – a na každém

kontinentu budují svou vlastní pohřební hranici.

•  Odpovědi:@old coyote

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
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66. BLříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 14:24 GMT • před 12,9 dny • 300 slov ↑   

@Zachary Smith

Vzhled článku Business Insider . . .

Klíčovým slovem je „vzhled“. Myslím, že to byly problémy s

autorskými právy, které vedly k nahrazení obrázku v článku

Business Insider, ale stojí za to ho vidět a titulek. Obrázek článků

je realističtější, a tím více vyvolává strach.

Článek se pak snaží zmírnit to, co má jasně navodit slovy : „Ale

počkejte, dobrá zpráva je, že můžeme a měli bychom utrácet

peníze na civilní připravenost. . . .“

Ďábel rozhodně není v detailech. Navenek je hmatatelně , ne-li

surově, zkonstruován tak, že čím více znalý a přemýšlivý čtenář

to odmítne jako neseriózní, ne-li dětinsky šílené.

Co nám zbývá je, že je to signalizace. Publikum je ruská vláda,

primárně, ale cokoli, ale výhradně. Stručně řečeno, neberte krizi

legitimity americké vlády a zuřící frakční války v DC jako náznak

toho, že mocnosti nebudou riskovat úder Ruska na americké

město jako odvetu.

Pamatujte, že všechny jaderné mocnosti mají dobře

propracované doktríny pro použití těchto zbraní. Ponechte

stranou všechny ty nesčetné další faktory, které se zabývají

hodnocením, zda je hrozba, v tomto případě omezené výměny a

riziko armagedonu, důvěryhodná.

Stačí říci, že to byla snadná práce pro americké plánovače během

studené války vůči Sovětskému svazu za Stalina a Číně za Maa.

Věřte mi, nebylo mnoho placených, aby si představili

nepředstavitelné tehdy, kdo si kladl otázku, zda by některý z nich

obětoval jedno ze svých měst pro podporu suverénních cílů.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=BL
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Ještě snazší bylo zhodnotit, zda se USA zapojí do omezeného

jaderného úderu, protože tak učinily, jeden na Hirošimu a druhý

na Nagasaki. Mise splněna, důvěryhodnost!

Svět čelí něčemu, co v „prezidentu Joe Bidenovi“ a „Bidenově“

administrativě nemá obdoby. Nikdo, zahraniční ani domácí, se

vážně neobával, že by předchůdce POTUS v jaderném věku mohl

načmárat svůj podpis na rozkaz zahajující akce, které by mohly

vyústit v odvetný jaderný útok na americké město.

Teď musíme všichni.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

67. Rooster16říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 14:25 GMT • před 12,9 dny • 100 slov ↑   

Ano, rok 2023 bude horší než rok 2022 a každý následující rok

bude horší než ten předchozí. To platí zejména pro bílé v

Americe. Vzhledem k tomu, že se demografické údaje stále

zhoršují, očekávejte, že protibílé nálady porostou horečnatěji.

Menšiny budou také negativně ovlivněny, jakmile získají moc,

pilíře funkčního státu vybudovaného bílými se zhroutí; ponechat

je jejich vlastním omezeným prostředkům. Jakmile USA začnou

ztrácet kontrolu nad světovou mocností, očekávejte, že se budou

iracionálně ohánět a rozšiřovat svou nemoc a dysfunkci do všech

koutů světa.

Krásné úterý všem!

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter 
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68. Sříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 14:43 GMT • před 12,8 dny • 100 slov ↑   

According to the excerpted article, Washington DC, like New

York City, is ill prepared for a nuclear war.

The future of Washington DC is looking none too bright either in

the 1976 US Bicentennial movie (ie Logan’s Run) clip below.

And, yes, that is a representation of the US Capitol Hill Senate

Chambers, not too different from the US Capitol Hill House

Chambers that Zelensky recently spoke in. And is the bearded

old man perhaps a representation of Zelensky future?

‘Father told me that one of these people never told a

lie.’

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/1yjocPDg708

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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69. Z-man says:

Rick Newman, Yahoo’s top Finance Columnist

Newman…let me guess. (Wry grin)

 
I just googled him, looks Scots Irish, but ya never know.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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70. Yukon Jack says:

January 10, 2023 at 2:56 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Tucker

I couldn’t care less about Trump and certainly don’t have Trump

derangement syndrome, but he did say what I wrote, and I still

remember it clearly as it was broadcast repeatedly. Trump had

extreme bellicose rhetoric about the carefree use of nukes.

Read this and weep about your “savior” Trump (I’ve quoted the

bullet points of the article):

https://archive.thinkprogress.org/9-terrifying-things-donald-

trump-has-publicly-said-about-nuclear-weapons-

99f6290bc32a/

Trump said he might use nuclear weapons and

questioned why we would make them if we wouldn’t

use them

 
 

Trump said he was open to nuking Europe because it’s

a “big place”

Trump said that “you want to be unpredictable” with

nuclear weapons

 
 

Trump reiterated that it was important to be

“unpredictable” with nuclear weapons

• Replies: @Greta Handel
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71. Political Science 101 says:

January 10, 2023 at 2:57 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
This is a good article but it is all over the place. Russia is not

going to collapse nor will it be defeated in the Ukraine …their

own back yard. Secondly you brushed over Israel and the

Ukraine and Russia. The Ukraine is a Jewish story…cut to the

chase and the Jabs …Jews around Biden are right there. As an

aside, as you know Phil, Israel has had nuclear weapons for over

half a century and it is certain they would use them as a last

option if the Muslim hordes were about to crack the walls of the

Castle. Nothing is more certain than that. Lastly, as a possibility

and not a probability I could easily imagine Putin firing a small

tactical nuclear weapon at a somewhat isolated Yukie military

site containing imported Nato weapons…cnd sitting back and

saying to Joe and all the Jews that elected him and financed

him…now what big guys?

• Replies: @Judd
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72. sally says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:14 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 400

Words   ↑
Nuclear Russia v. Nuclear USA suggest a “counter party mutual

destruction” situation in which remainder nation China, Israel,

Britain, Brazil, or another could become ruler of the remaining

depopulated world?

Adopting for purpose of analysis, such a scenario allows to

entertain possible scenarios to attempt to explain why the USA

allowed America to be de-industrialized? We already know

copyright and patent monopolies attained by RULE OF LAW

passed and enforced by the USA and made international by

treaty and trade agreements were the agents of change that

allowed American businesses, American research expertise, and

global corporations with factories in America, etc. to be

relocated. Why did the USA allow American capital to go

overseas?

This relocation all happened without loss of income to the

owners of the moved industries and without loss of monopoly

exclusive ownership rights to the owners [same owners-same

monopoly powers relocated to different places]. The monopolies

which denied all others from using the important processes and

designs vital to keeping those relocated industries and

enterprises profitably running in their new places were

persevered by the RULE OF LAW in the form of

copyrights,patents and exclusive government contracts?

Finding a rational that provides a logic that would induce the

USA to look the other way for relocation of American capital and

American industries to non American places has always been

important and never adequately explained?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=sally
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Better environmental laws or lower wages do not balance the

offsetting loss to American interest in keeping these enterprises?

What about the American jobs lost? What about the defensive

security loss when those productive enterprises are no longer in

America? What about the competitive advantage Americans had

over the rest of the world in its developed bodies of knowledge

and in its highly experienced work forces: the work forces

needed to keep these enterprises running? What about the loss

benefit of having these industries available domestically so that

up and coming Americans can use these enterprises, not only for

jobs, but also to train, to learn and to develop industry skills:

relocation of these industries denied Americans, and actually

sent jobs, skills, expertise and know-how elsewhere so foreigners

could have those benefits?

• Replies: @Hulkamania
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73. Desert Fox says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
Biden is a zionist puppet just like Trump and the zionists want a

nuclear war with Russia , that they believe they can survive in

their DUMBs, deep underground military bases, while the rest of

us get incinerated, this will be a win win for the zionists as they

are trying to depopulate the world through the covid-19 scam

and psyop via the genocide MRNA clot shots, so 2023 will be

depopulation on steroids, thanks to the zionists.

See UN.org and UN Agenda 2030, it is all right there.

• Agree: CelestiaQuesta

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
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74. Z-man says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

Then we have the Samson Option, and Israel’s potential ability to black mail the
world with hidden nuclear bombs in major cities. So the Mossad could detonate a
bomb in NYC, blame Russia, so Amerika and Russia would go at it destroying
themselves leaving Israel victorious and paving the way for the end times Jew World
Order and Greater Israel.

“Once we squeeze all we can out of the United States, it can dry up and blow away.”
 —Netanyahu, the prime minister of “Israel” to Jonathan Pollard upon exiting

Pollard’s jail cell.

And what Bibi wants, Bibi gets.

So Phil, I second your notion, 2023 could be much worse.

(((That))) is the problem.

• Replies: @skrik
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75. Old and Grumpy says:

@Anonymous

Seriously? The bureaucratic technocrats of any form of socialism

are the lone winners. Well not in the case where they are

defeated by Soviets. Didn’t the working class in that lone case

pay mightily for the action of their nationalist saviors?
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76. Independent Thinking says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:22 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
Biden should rethink this crazy US first strike nuclear attack

policy.

Russia has nuclear tipped hypersonic missiles that travel ten

times faster than US missiles! This is a no-win situation for the

US, and assured suicide for Americans.

In addition, Russia has unmanned, deep-diving, nuclear

submarine drones that when exploded will cause tidal waves,

wiping out the east and west coasts.

The US doesn’t have either of these Russian advanced weapons,

which are war game changers.

Vladimir Putin has put Russia’s nuclear arsenal on high alert,

and has said, “This is not a bluff.” Unlike Americans,

Russian do not bluff.

Russia has the largest stockpile of strategic nuclear weapons that

produces killing explosions, thermal effects, and radiation.

Nuclear bombs today are about 20-to-30 times more powerful

than the nuclear bombs dropped during WWII on Hiroshima

and Nagasaki, Japan.

If Russia and the US launched all their nuclear bombs—

it would be the end of the world, PERIOD.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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77. Z-man says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:27 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Brosi

I disagree with your conclusion that we got the worst German

scientists, but to your point…

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/gk7n3sWdhKo

• LOL: Brosi

• Replies: @Brosi

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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78. Doug Ryler says:

@Carlton Meyer

After Russia wins the war in Ukraine…

http://biblicisminstitute.wordpress.com/2015/03/17/the-truth-

about-the-conflict-with-russia/

Bidet will turn his attention to the Middle East and starts a

conflagration there to change the subject.

http://biblicisminstitute.wordpress.com/2014/08/29/israel-

prepares-for-the-big-war/
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79. Anonymous[102] • Disclaimer says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
Yeah, it’s war, and the Langley regime is gonna lose. Again. It’s

no big deal if the beltway gets nuked. One 100 MT airburst over

Langley? Do us a world of good.

As you know, though, CIA has fanned out to the fusion centers to

destroy civil society and use us all as human shields. So probably

a lot of you chumps got to kiss your ass goodbye.

The one auspicious sign is that, as in the 70s, international

pressure might have emboldened the eunuchs of Congress to

look at the underlying cancer of CIA impunity.

https://docs.house.gov/billsthisweek/20230109/BILLS-

118HResPIH-Fed-Gov-comv2.pdf

If everything goes right, this might avert general nuclear war. If

not, it will be useful preparation for the postwar tribunal in

Khabarosk, where the whole fucking SIS gets the six-inch drop

and wiggles around more-or-less live on Rumble for an hour,

and we cheer it like beach volleyball and pound beers.

But when the next poor bastard goes around to inventory CIA’s

family jewels, he has to include new specific cases:

– Decisions in which national security is not interpreted in

conformity with the UN Charter;

 
– Criminality within the scope of UNTOC;

 
– Universal jurisdiction crimes listed in Rome Statute Article 8;

 
– Breaches of BWTC Article 1

 
– Ultra vires internationally wrongful acts.

Poor bastard’s going to wind up like Schlesinger, with all the

apparatchiks horking on his portrait, even if he gets lucky and

his canoe don’t sink. And his thankless job will come to nothing

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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without four crucial legislative actions:

– Ratify the Rome Statute;

 
– Ratify the ICESCR;

 
– Ratify the optional protocols of the CAT and ICCPR;

 
– Withdraw reservations on the CAT and ICCPR.

You can call it the government, so they don’t whack you. But the

Russians know who’s in charge. They know who has the

arbitrary power. Putin met with his opposite number Burns.

Because Burns owns all the elements of US crimes of aggression.

• Thanks: Judd

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

80. Old and Grumpy says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:31 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
The looming economic collapse, destroyed American food

processing plants, lack of any usable education anywhere. the

unabated southern border invasion, and shortages of everything

will doom the US this year and beyond. Russia doesn’t really

have to waste any bombs on us. However they might find it tad

satisfying to do so.

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
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81. skrik says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:33 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Tom Welsh

If Americans cherish “the market” more than their lives and liberty

Errr, it’s not ‘Americans’ [= wo/men ‘out in the street’] nor “the

market,” or the irresponsible ‘representatives’ [who serve not us,

we the people but only the MIC-complex, then see CCC below] or

the lying MSM catapulting viciously lying propaganda and the

corrupt academia etc. – no, it’s the CCC = covert criminal cabal

= the root of [almost] all evil.

A ‘mild’ aside; none of the above will survive a nukular WW3.

rgds

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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82. Judd says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:35 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago   ↑
@Political Science 101

so you’re saying Putin would nuke the Jews? why not take out

the political and military heads?

• Replies: @Political Science 101
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83. Decoy says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:37 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@MandrakesIceCream

Unfortunately we have a whole bunch of Buck Turdigisons alive

and kicking in Washington D.C. 2023. Among the worst are

Mike Pompeo, a real war addicted nutcase and Lindsey Graham

who keeps thinking he really is the reincarnation of his hero the

crazy John McCain. Since our Leader of the Free World usually

doesn’t know what day of the week it is, I’m not too concerned

about him. My concern is about the people telling Biden what to

do and the only people in the world who know the answer to that

are V. Putin in Moscow and Premier Xi in Bejing. Good grief,

what a mess.

• Replies: @Jim H, @S

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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84. messageinabottle says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:43 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Marcali

While it is thought that the lend lease scheme did shorten the

war

 
it is not thought to have been decisive in the outcome in the East

 
IE: Russia would have won regardless.

The UK on the other hand could have fallen without lend lease.

PS. Lend lease was eventually repaid it was a loan not a gift.

• Replies: @Bookish1, @Marcali
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85. UncommonGround says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:49 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 400

Words   ↑
This is an important article by Ph.G. which makes clear what is

happening and what can happen. The other important recent

article is the one by Ted Snider (see link below, the very small

book by Benjamin Abelow can also be recommended, “How the

West brought war to Ukraine”).

There was a conflict between the two sides during the cold war.

But one of the aims of the people involved was to avoid a direct

conflict between them, a war. This was difficult as there were

fundamental ideological differences, an ideological dispute. Both

sides had representants everywhere: political parties. There were

times when the conflict escalated, but it went back to the normal

levels because politicians knew they had to find a way to avoid a

war. In fact, the Soviet Union acted mostly defensively and

opportunistically. They never had the intention of invading

Europe. They tried to finish the cold war very early already in the

60s, but the US wasn’t interested (I heard this in a documentary

about the Vietnam War). Both sides were open to the perspective

of managing the conflict without war and of better relations.

In spite of that, the conflict lasted a long time and there were

currents which wanted to prevail at any cost, and which created

an ideology of militarism. Hermann Kahn might have played a

role in the creation of this ideology. Today we have this same

ideology, people who want wars. And contrary to the time of the

cold war we have today a war that involves both sides. It’s

different than the Vietnam war because during the Vietnam war

Russia had reasons to help a comunist regime while today no

one is thinking of helping the Ukraine but rather of using the

Ukraine to defeat Russia in a conflit that was provoked.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=UncommonGround
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There is only one reason why the war in the Ukraine can’t be

ended with negotiations. It’s because the war was desired and

planed. The same people who wanted to escalate the cold war

want today a war against Russia. I don’t know where I read a

comment saying that because people might begin to be tired of

the war Anne Applebaum and Cohen Something (I have

forgotten which one) started writing articles to tell how

important the war is. In fact, this war is completely insane. We

could finish it and have peace, if we wanted. The article by Ted

Snider:

https://original.antiwar.com/Ted_Snider/2023/01/09/why-

russia-went-to-war-in-2022/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

86. Greta Handel says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:50 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

It was plainly 2016 fear porn to induce TDS and get people to

vote for the Blue puppet. (Is that what you did, Yukon Jack? And

again in 2020?) They don’t care which one you pick, as long as

you do.

And what’s this?

Read this and weep about your “savior” Trump

Who used the word “savior”? It wasn’t Tucker, who couldn’t

have been clearer about his low opinion of Trump in calling out

what you didn’t substantiate, and still haven’t.

• Replies: @Yukon Jack
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87. Judd says:

January 10, 2023 at 3:59 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
The post WW2 alliance between corporations and government

that formed the basis of the military Keynesianism of the 1950s,

the permanent war economy, where at the height of the Cold

War, US taxpayers subsidized private capital with arms

contracts, has been dubbed by heterodox economists as the

‘golden age’ who now who lament its replacement by

“neoliberalism. But the real danger is not neo-liberalism, rather

it is capture and co-optation of government by interests that

cannot be denied due to some threat to ‘democracy” even if

The “Arsenal of Democracy” is nothing more than military

keynesianism, shorn of any moral high ground even as it was

wrapped in christian patriotism, where US taxpayers subsidize

private capital and this has been dubbed the golden age in the

20th century history of the US – the 1950s the height of the cold

war and thermonuclear war.

But nobody asks what use is democracy when the people are

unengaged, decadent, constantly distracted and permanently

experiencing stupefaction.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Judd
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“…the congressional reforms of the mid-1970s paved the way for the Democratic
Party’s turn against financial regulation. Prior to congressional reform, Democrats in
Congress were especially parochial, and Southern populists dominated the House and
Senate banking committees. These parochial and populist orientations complemented
the radically decentralized banking system by New Deal financial regulations. The
elimination of the seniority rule and other reforms reduced parochialism and
strengthened Democratic leadership…

…the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980
(DIDMCA) and the Garn–St. Germain Depository Institutions Act of 1982 (GSDIA)
fundamentally upended the New Deal regulatory regime by removing interest rate
restrictions, placing savings and loans (S&Ls) and commercial banks in direct
competition, enabling greater consolidation in the industry and significantly eroding
Glass–Steagall…

…I sofistikovanému pozorovateli americké politiky může být odpuštěno, že
předpokládá, že republikáni byli hlavními strůjci finanční deregulace, ale není tomu
tak. DIDMCA byla sponzorována Fernandem St. Germainem, brzkým
demokratickým předsedou sněmovního výboru pro bankovnictví, finance a městské
záležitosti, na slovo postoupili vůdci Demokratické strany v obou komorách,
podporovaní drtivou většinou demokratů ve Sněmovně reprezentantů a Senátu na
podlaze a podepsaný Jimmy Carterem. “

…27 z 28 spolusponzorů GSDIA byli demokraté, včetně budoucích stranických
vůdců Chucka Schumera a Stenyho Hoyera, a návrh zákona podpořilo vedení strany a
demokratické většiny v obou komorách. Demokraté neochotně nesouhlasili s
republikánským plánem na deregulaci finančního průmyslu; spíše Demokratická
strana zahájila finanční deregulaci.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/perspectives-on-

politics/article/upending-the-new-deal-regulatory-regime-

democratic-party-position-change-on-financial-

regulation/9F57E3F55E1ACBB4E80D3ABA87AE0403

Looting™ vám přinesli demokraté.

•  Odpovědi:@Chuck Orloski

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
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88. skrikříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 16:09 GMT • před 12,8 dny    ↑
@Wizard of Oz

budeš držet hubu a ušetříš nám odpadky na pár měsíců?

Ditto, kámo; možná bys mohl zkusit plavbu jako Ruby Princess,

řekněme?

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

89. anonymous[139] •  Zřeknutí se odpovědnosti říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 16:12 GMT • před 12,8 dny • 100 slov ↑   

Údajně převedli na Ukrajinu více, než je ruský vojenský rozpočet

na zbrojení. Uvidíme, co se stane s válkou a také jak skončí

pokus o ekonomickou válku zpět. Všechny bezohledné řeči o

jaderné válce jsou jen blafem; USA-NATO nemá co

zpochybňovat, takže se musí uchýlit k hrozbám soudného dne.

101. výsadkový? Co mohli dělat? Realita naskočí a všechno

špatné bude připsáno Rusku jako omluva pro chybující politiku

USA.

•  Odpovědi:@CelestiaQuesta

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
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90. Brosi says:

January 10, 2023 at 4:19 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago   ↑
@Z-man

I stand corrected. When it comes to raping, murdering and

stealing from the Germans no one comes second to the UK.

• Replies: @Z-man
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91. HallParvey says:

January 10, 2023 at 4:20 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago   ↑
@Tucker

“Trump said what good are nuclear weapons if you can’t use them?”

We ARE using them. Their very existence ensures that nobody

will incinerate us. So, yes, we use them continuously. Every

moment of every day. It’s so maddening.
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92. Notsofast says:

January 10, 2023 at 4:29 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

……all the derivatives and debts would blow up…..mossad could

detonate a bomb in nyc, blame russia….that could explain

everything my friend. everyone is aware of the unpayable +$30

trillion national debt but that’s just the hand they are showing

you. what they don’t want you to look at is the unspeakable

cthulu like horror of their derivatives exposures in the hundreds

of trillions of dollars.

when you think of 9/11 we must remember that the pentagon

was hit directly in the office that was investigating the trillions of

dollars that had vanished over the years of unaccounted military

spending. the wtc building 7 (that had to be pulled, when the

first planned demolition went wrong), held the backup

documents for this case. coincidence upon coincidence and all

the evidence disappears in a rather large puff of smoke.

it’s starting to look like 9/11 might have been a dry run.

• Agree: Yukon Jack
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93. follyofwar says:

January 10, 2023 at 4:33 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Realist

Though senile Brandon has no power to act on his own accord,

the president, for good or ill, is the face of the nation. He takes

the blame as well as the adulations. That’s what Mr. Giraldi

means when he refers to Brandon’s willingness to take the

country to nuclear war.

Of greater concern is that no significant anti-war protests seem

to be happening in the country over the prospect of nuclear

annihilation. Or could it be that the media is not reporting it,

just as they hide the massive protests in France and other NATO

countries, the expanding war between the Mexican military and

the Cartels, and the millions of illegals invading the country from

as far away as darkest Africa?

Any such protests would doubtless be composed mostly of hated

“White Supremacists.” Could it be that, considering the ongoing

J6 persecutions, they are cowed by the prospect of spending

years in DC gulags for daring to protest against the Brandon

regime’s insane Russia hatred? The anti-war Left goes to sleep

when democrats are in charge. You can bet they’d be out on the

streets in the tens of thousands if Trump was still president and

pursuing the same war policy as Brandon. Maybe things will

change a little now that the Republicans have a slight majority in

the House. But I wouldn’t hold my breath.

• Replies: @Realist
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94. Harold Smith says:

January 10, 2023 at 4:46 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Hulkamania

Americká strategie proti svým nepřátelům zůstává zaměřena na ekonomickou válku,
takže nevidím důvod, proč by chtěli eskalovat k jaderné válce. Na Ukrajině chtějí
udržet boje v relativním patu, aby odčerpaly ruské zdroje.

Jedním z možných důvodů by mohlo být to, že „Ameriku“

provozuje kult ďábla uctívajících, démony posedlých, teistických

satanistů (tj. šílenců), pro něž je neschopnost splnit jejich zlý

imperiální program osud horší než jaderná válka. (A vypadá to,

že všechny jejich snahy zničit své „nepřátele“ selhávají).

•  Díky:Chuck Orloski

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

95. Chuck Orloskiříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 16:47 GMT • před 12,8 dny    ↑
@Judd

Ahoj, Judde! Níže možná tento článek oceníte a neokonzervativci

samozřejmě nechtějí, aby byli Evropané na světové scéně

nezávislí. Státy poslušných vazalů jsou nezbytné pro udržení

světové hegemonní moci světového židovstva.

https://responsiblestatecraft.org/2022/12/26/frances-macron-

ruffles-feathers-with-talk-of-autonomy-russian-security/

•  Odpovědi:@Judd
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96. HallParveyříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 16:48 GMT • před 12,8 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@Zachary Smith

Opakuji, co jsem řekl dříve, naši sionističtí suveréni nařizují slabému starému
válečnému štváčovi, aby věci dál roztáčel. Vzhledem k neuvěřitelným sázkám se
jedná o nepředstavitelně nebezpečnou hru.

To si nemysli. Dokonce ani oni nejsou tak hloupí, aby si mysleli,

že jsou nějak imunní vůči radioaktivnímu spadu. Jeden izotop

plutonia, Pu-239, má poločas rozpadu 24 100 let. Ani oni

nemohou přežít tak dlouho ukrytí v jeskyních v Izraeli.

Možná si myslí, že je jejich Bůh ochrání. Koneckonců, jsou

„Vyvolení“.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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97. CelestiaQuestaříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 16:56 GMT • před 12,8 dny • 100 slov ↑   

Poslední věc, kterou by někdo chtěl dělat, je poslouchat

jakoukoli místní, státní nebo federální vládní agenturu, když

přijde nouzová situace. Umím jmenovat události, ale už víme, že

jedna je stejně nekompetentní jako druhá. Pak jsou tu místní

zprávy, které si najímají bimbo, aby psali a četli bs, které vás

měly informovat o nebezpečích, jen aby získali nulové

podrobnosti a zmatené informace.

Vezměme si například CQ, v mém místním městečku na

centrálním pobřeží uzavřeli hlavní dálnici (101), náhradní (154),

uzavřeli letiště kvůli silnému dešti a několika kamenům

padajícím po stranách silnice.

Takže teď nemáte přístup do práce ani z práce a jakýkoli pokus o

útěk vás s největší pravděpodobností zatkne prasaty se zbraní a

odznakem.

Pokud tohle není zneužití moci neschopnými kretény, tak co.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter 
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98. Joe Wongříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:01 GMT • před 12,8 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@Carlton Meyer

Američané vidí jaderné vydírání jen dalším krokem na žebříčku

strategie extrémního nátlaku. Američané nevidí, že jaderné

vydírání zničí svět, ve skutečnosti Američané vidí, že taktické

jaderné bomby jsou neškodné. Američané vidí, že bez házení

jaderných bomb na podporu jejich vydírání je zbytečné. A

američtí politici se chtějí zapsat do dějin jako tragickí hrdinové

pušek, místo aby se vyhýbali armagedonským zbabělcům.

Američané mají všechny předpoklady ochoty zničit svět, aby

„oslabili Rusko“ nebo kohokoli, koho nemají rádi.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
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99. Constant Walkerříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:07 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 500 slov ↑   

„Vnímejte puls a vibrace. Pociťte dunivou sílu. Někdo je tam

venku a mlátí do mrtvého koně." (Můžete mu říkat "Zimmie.")

„Civilizační“ chorobný proces plýtvající planetou, nyní hluboko

ve svých smrtelných bolestech, je smrtelně jistý, že zde bude

probíhat přirozeně. To zahrnuje erupci do jejich virtuálního

světa-o'-zranění všeho šílenství, degenerace, zmatku, teroru,

rozkladu, dysfunkce, katastrofy atd., které dnes sužují

domestikované národy… a mnohem více, co přijde docela rychle,

vzhledem k jejich vyvolaným dosavadní neschopnost společně

rozumně a organicky reagovat na cokoli z toho.

Ti, kteří se vydávají za vlastníky/provozovatele „globálního“

gulagu, si jsou dobře vědomi svého úplného nedostatku jakékoli

skutečné „agentury“ v procesu dezintegrace zaplavujícího

„civilizovaný svět“. Také se děsí pravděpodobných důsledků pro

jejich vlastní ohromená „já“, pokud by se tento přirozený fakt

dostal do povědomí obecné populace. Takže tito rádoby polobozi

promrhají to málo, co zbylo z jejich vlastní zmenšující se

kapacity, na bezmocné plány, jak rozptýlit zmatené masy vězňů

strachem (a každým dalším druhem-)“porna“, v marném

očekávání, že nějak uniknou svému nevyhnutelnému osudu. .

Tady v indické zemi jsme my, kteří přežili svobodné divoké

národy všeho druhu, už dávno tím vším prošli. Nejsme

uchváceni hloupostmi ve stínovém světě, které stále vnímají naši

zajatí Human Relations jako tak smrtelně vážné. Možná jim tedy

můžeme nabídnout nějaká aktuální pozorování založená na naší

skutečné prožité zkušenosti.

Pro některé například nebude novinkou, že se na ně absolutně

„hraje“. Je to možná druhý nejstarší trik v Knize. Některé „samo“

vybrané kněžstvo se pokouší podtrhnout nějaký přirozený

proces, který se stejně děje (jako je zatmění Slunce nebo cykly

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Constant+Walker
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oteplování a ochlazování klimatu), a přesvědčit pečlivě

udržovanou a ignorantskou podtřídu, že to pro ně opravdu

nevěstí nic špatného,   pokud přijímají nějaký falešný „nápravný

prostředek“ připravený jejich „sami“ vyvolenými lepšími. To

vždy zahrnuje vzdání nepochybné poklony vytištěným

profesionálním odborníkům du jour, bez ohledu na konkrétní

pruh, čas od času a místo na místo. (Pro případ, že by to někoho

zajímalo, nejstarší trik v Knize je: „Spi se mnou, zlato, a já z tebe

udělám boha.“)

Cesta, jak se naše sestry a bratři vyvarovat pádu – do čehokoli

dalšího a nakonec uniknout „z vězení“ svých vlastních předem

naprogramovaných vjemů, není ve skutečnosti vůbec složitá… i

když to sakra není V tomto pokročilém stádiu chorobného

procesu to není snadné. Zaprvé je překonat organicky

ochromující nemoc, která je jejich vlastním příliš drahým „já“.

Next step is to take their genuinely precious attention completely

away from all the seductive imagery making-up the death cult

delusion that is presently entrapping them with its paralyzing

rule-of-fear. Then they’ll be free once-more to pay all their

undivided attention, respect, and unconditional affection to

Earth’s Whole Living Arrangement, which includes their own

Kind, and where they are actually living-and-breathing every

Day. That will restore their lost receptivity to the gifts Earth and

All Our Relations have for us….when we are fulfilling consciously

and conscientiously our Organic Function as a component of

Her immune system.

What then? That’s exactly what we are all going to see.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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100. Kolya Krassotkin says:

January 10, 2023 at 5:18 pm GMT • 12.7 days ago   ↑
@Tom Welsh

I agree with you. My intent was to show how ridiculous, in

addition to very tragic, our state of affairs now is.

• Thanks: Tom Welsh

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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101. 7crabwalk11 says:

January 10, 2023 at 5:20 pm GMT • 12.7 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@RoatanBill

Anarchy is the Mother of all Warlords.

“and no angel born in Hell could break that Satan’s spell…”

commented Don McLean.

The London School of Economics educated Mick Jagger hired

the Hell’s Angels to serve as security detail at the Altamont

Speedway Concert. Because pampered baby-boomers believed

the “Sunshine Daydream” that a world without codified laws was

possible.

(The people who actually paid for their tickets to the Woodstock

Music & Arts Fair were part of the “old world”).

Kdyby Americo šel za Donem Corleonem okamžitě poté, co byla

jeho dcera napadena a zneuctěna, místo aby ztrácel čas v

soudním systému, nepřerušil by Dona v „den svatby mé dcery“.

Anarchie vede zpět k Feudal Warlords. Rytíři jsou ponecháni,

aby vymáhali smlouvy a dodávali hodnotu. Citliví bílí chlapci,

kteří věří v sílu Zen & hippie družstevního podnikání, musí

přehlédnout strukturu japonské společnosti. Kdo byli

samurajové? Kdo je zaplatil?

„Rotary Bill Laughing Boy“, který se radostí při procházce

Louvrem připíná a tetuje historickou analýzu s „LOL“, může

sloužit jako dobrá longitudinální studie pro vystavení THC a

Festival Jam Rock.

Proč nebyli Bobby & Phil & Mickey draftováni? (Jerry už sloužil.)

Protože Grateful Dead byli CIA, PsyOp navrhl a provedl, aby

odpolitizoval boomery.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=7crabwalk11
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Většina zamotaných boomerských anarchistů čerpá inspiraci

buď z Woodstocku, nebo z mistrovského Dead Tour z roku 1977.

Jerry se zastal právníka a žaloval zmrzlinu Ben & Jerry's.

Hudební průmysl je Talmudic Wizardry. A Krysař z Hamlinu žije

dál.

•  Odpovědi:@RoatanBill,@old coyote,@old

coyote,@Brosi,@CelestiaQuesta

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

102. Ulf Thorsenříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:22 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Observator

Souhlaste se vším, co jste uvedl, a zvláště s tímto faktem – 

 
 

„Ti, kteří vyjí na změnu režimu v RF, by si měli

pamatovat, že Putin a jeho Všeruská strana jsou

umírnění. “

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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103. CelestiaQuestaříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:24 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@anonymous

Po desetiletí zásobujeme Afriku obrovským množstvím peněz a

jídla a oni stále nepřišli na to, jak pěstovat plodiny, vytvářet

pracovní místa nebo budovat infrastrukturu.

Proč si všichni myslí, že Ukrajinci použijí tyto zbraně na sebe a

na ty, kterými opovrhují.

USA/OSN/EU bla bla bla zneužívají peepooz peníze, jako by byly

jejich vlastní. Je čas, aby byli navždy zbaveni prostředků.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

104. Ummmpph!říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:26 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Souhlasit. Pojďme to mít za sebou! >>

https://letsgetitoverwith.com

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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105. Harold Smithříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:27 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@Tom Welsh

Beru váš názor, ale samozřejmě nikdo neumírá na „otevřené hranice, sňatky gayů a
hodinu příběhu drag queen“.

Whether they know it or not, they are dying to add to the colossal fortunes of the
world’s wealthiest people, and to protect – in the view of those people – their
privileges.

Which is even worse.

I see it differently. After all that’s happened I really don’t believe

that this warmongering madness – which risks planetary

extinction – ultimately has anything to do with money. Money is

just another tool in the Satanists’ toolbox (like media control)

used to influence/corrupt people.

I see his statement as a valid rhetorical trope – a synecdochial

representation of the larger evil agenda at work here, i.e. the

forceful imposition of the Satanic, messianic, judeo-communist

new world order on all of humanity.

The people fighting against Russia in Ukraine are dying for the

sake of the evil agenda of a Satanic cult.

• Replies: @Tom Welsh

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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106. skrikříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:34 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Z-man

V mých dlouho zvažovaných úvahách, KDYBY byly atomové roje

někdy odeslány [tisícovky!] PAK by jich bylo docela dost

[bezpečnost * 3, řekněme, nebo proč ne * 7? – a dokonce i z

různých příchozích směrů] zaměřené na „nelegální okupaci“, aby

„to/oni přímo vymazali z mapy“. Konec příběhu, co?

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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107. Paul Greenwoodříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:35 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@Yukon Jack

Pokud by byl zasažen NYC, všechny velké banky by zkrachovaly a Wall Street by
byla pryč, burza v New Yorku by byla pryč a všechny deriváty a dluhy by vybuchly.

Možná si vzpomínáte na 11. září a WTC a na skutečnost, že pod

jednou z těch věží byl systém LINX, který byl jednou z hlavních

telekomunikačních bran do širého světa, která se zhroutila a

způsobila přetížení ostatních bran……

https://www.linx.net/about/network/

Moderní telekomunikační systémy používají internetové

protokoly pro směrování datového a hlasového provozu a

dokonce i mobilní sítě jsou spojeny s IP sítěmi.

K vyřazení telekomunikačních/bankovních sítí není potřeba

mnoho – myslím, že USA mají 7 klíčových bran – tak si

vzpomeňte na Emergency Cash/gold Maple Leaf, jakmile se

zhroutí internetové bankovnictví a zhroutí se dodavatelské

řetězce a selže fakturace/fakturace/převod peněz

•  Díky:Yukon Jack

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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108. Notsofastříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:40 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Realist

existuje-li budoucnost a existují-li budoucí historici, bude se

tomu říkat brandonská administrativa. mysl úlu, zaměřená na

jediný účel, asimilovat všechny ostatní kultury, spíše jako

borgský kolektiv.

•  LOL:Realist

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

109. Rev. Spoonerříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:45 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

President Volodymyr Zelensky while Zelensky continues to

work assiduously to milk the situation and draw Washington

into a deeper war directly confronting Moscow.

 
I live on the other side of the world and I welcome the coming

strikes on DC; I would also like a low yield strike on telaviv.

 
This is the first war that will hit the US homeland and give the

American public a taste of what war is.

 
The two huge oceans that proctored the homeland will prove to

be ineffective.

 
Welcome to war, soon coming to you.

 
And I forgot to add, this is an American war, Ukraine is just a

patsy.

https://www.indianpunchline.com/bidens-existential-angst-in-

ukraine/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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110. RoatanBill says:

January 10, 2023 at 5:49 pm GMT • 12.7 days ago   ↑
@7crabwalk11

Jaký poloprdel s obligátním výstřelem na mě osobně, ačkoli celý

váš komentář není nic jiného než útok na mě osobně.

Pokud máte intelekt diskutovat o problémech, napište. Pokud

máte jen tento nesmysl, neobtěžujte se.

•  Odpovědi:@7crabwalk11

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

111. anonymous[123] •  Zřeknutí se odpovědnosti říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:56 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
Mé zdroje z Hudsonova institutu mě informují, že jsou tak

přesvědčeni o přežití jaderného holocaustu, že neokonzervativci

nabídli jaderné zbraně Izraeli, aby prokázali účinnost své

kolektivní moudrosti.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter 

112. old coyoteříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 17:58 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Paul Greenwood

„– NYC se ani nedokázalo vypořádat se scénářem Covid a

omylem zabilo svou starší populaci“… 

 
Nevěřím, že to byla chyba. Vsadil bych se, že mnoho z těchto

úmrtí byli zaměstnanci v důchodu z NYC, jejichž náklady na

lékařskou péči byly pohodlně „řešeny“.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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113. old coyoteříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 18:05 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@7crabwalk11

Dobré věci. Váš odstavec o anarchii a feudalismu je vysoce

relevantní pro nadcházející problémy. Doufejme, že najdeme

dostatečně čestné muže pro obsazení kategorií válečníků a

rytířů/samurajů.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

114. Rev. Spoonerříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 18:05 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Tom Welsh

Řekl jsi to. Jejich dva oceány střežící jejich boky byly nyní

neutralizovány, válka zasáhne vlast. Uvidíme, jak se to bude líbit

Američanům.

•  Souhlasím:Robert Bruce,HbutnotG

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

115. anon[408] •  Zřeknutí se odpovědnosti říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 18:08 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Tucker

"...k čemu jsou jaderné zbraně, když je nemůžete použít?"

Určitě to řekla Madeleine Albrightová nebo něco podobného.

Byla šílená jid, Trump racionální.

•  Odpovědi:@Decoy

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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116. old coyoteříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 18:14 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@7crabwalk11

Komentář hudebního průmyslu v re Talmudic Wizardy je

vynikající. Myslím, že tady v Unz byl příběh, který nastínil, jak

VŠECHNA velká slavná jména konce 60. let a začátku 70. let

trávila čas v těch „divných scénách ve zlatém dole“ Laurel

Canyon. Králičí nory vedou podivnými směry a velmi hluboko.

•  Odpovědi:@Judd

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

117. Z-manříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 18:18 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Johnny LeBlanc

Stručně řečeno.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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118. Juddříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 18:22 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 500 slov ↑   

@Chuck Orloski

Krásné úterý Chucku!

Děkuji za ten článek; zajímavé, že to Macron rámuje jako větší

bezpečnostní nezávislost EU/Francie na „hegemonii“ USA, ale

myslím, že chce jen větší kus vojenského keynesiánského koláče.

z článku:

Součástí rozvíjení větší evropské autonomie v bezpečnostních záležitostech bude
muset být odstranění rozdílů mezi evropskými státy.

Macronova strategie nebere v potaz zakořeněné postavení

amerických investorů na globálních trzích založené na seignoraci

dolarového systému nad EMU.

Macron dobře ví, že západoevropské podniky mají v rámci

regionálních domén privilegované postavení, ale jsou plně

podřízeny Transatlantickému řádu.

Podceňuje také strukturální sílu USA a míru, do jaké jsou přímé

zahraniční investice USA sociálně integrovány do HMU a

dokonce i samotné evropské společnosti přímým ovlivňováním

sociální organizace výroby, přesouváním této výroby do

segmentace trhu USA, transformující dříve vysoce inovativní

národní systémy inovace a komodifikační instituce, které

odrážely hluboce zakořeněné evropské třídní kompromisy (jako

jsou penzijní fondy).

Zdá se, že Macron ignoruje, že snížení bezpečnostní závislosti

EU není pouze funkcí snížení celkového přímého vlastnictví

USA, ale způsobem, jakým se během období po druhé světové

válce americký kapitál soustřeďoval a konsolidoval v určitých

předních sektorech, standardizoval základní materiály, a proto

se stal evropským kapitál závislý na těchto základních

materiálech.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Judd
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Macron se zdá být mužem, který unikl času; jeho strategie by

možná fungovala před 20 nebo více lety, kdy po kolapsu Sovětů

následovaly představy o „evropské výzvě“ a euro triumfalistů a

otevřelo se malé okno příležitosti pro evropskou bezpečnostní

nezávislost, ale po zhroucení Bretton- Woodsův systém se objevil

jakási minimalistická hegemonie USA nad Evropou, která nyní

přerostla v maximalistickou hegemonii po výbuchu NS1 a NS2.

Po interregnu studené války, ale před návratem studené války 2,

Pax Americana netrvala 100 let, ale jen asi deset let, od konce

Sovětů do apoteózy Spojených států v 11. září (kde dokonce

miliony Íránců pochodoval na podporu Ameriky), ale americké

století se postaralo o zničení bezpečnostní nezávislosti EU

upsáním EMU se strukturální finanční mocí USA.

Macron jako by zapomněl, že myšlenka „Spojených států

evropských“, kterou zde zdánlivě prosazuje, neměla svůj původ v

Paříži, Berlíně nebo Bruselu, ale ve Washingtonu.

Je Macron neznalý evropských dějin 20. století? Jistě ví, že

Evropské obranné společenství se zrodilo jako přímá reakce

amerického tlaku na přezbrojení Německa a jeho „selhání“ vedlo

k aktivní americké konsolidaci a kontrole evropské obranné

architektury (viz Bosna jako příklad dopředné strategie

Clintonovy administrativy). Evropa). Píšu delší článek o vztahu a

historii hegemonie USA visavis Europe a měl by být hotový za

týden, možná to sem dám.

Ať už to ví nebo ne, Macron je jen francouzská verze žvatlajícího

Yorkie a v případě, že dělá nějaké nenápadné kroky směrem k

BRI/EAEU, tak mi to připadá velmi hloupé.

Doufám, že tvůj den je skvělý,

Pozdravy,

•  Díky:Chuck Orloski
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•  Odpovědi:@Chuck Orloski

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

119. The Alarmistříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 18:54 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

Meh, nepotřebují vybuchovat jaderné zbraně na naše města: naši

protivníci potřebují pouze provést pár exoatmosférických

jaderných detonací s malým výkonem nad The Homeland a

nechat EMP útok nechat průměrného Američana dusit se v naší

šťávě bez našich i-hraček a dalších moderních vymožeností. .

Pokud naši páni a páni nejsou ochotni spáchat strašlivou

masovou vraždu, která jistě vyvolá masovou odvetu, jsme ve

skutečnosti docela zranitelní vůči asymetrické eskalaci, která

totálně naruší společensko-politickou strukturu USA, a která by

mohla ve skutečnosti vést k vyčerpání bažina.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter 

120. CelestiaQuestaříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:11 GMT • před 12,7 dny    ↑
@Desert Fox

Jsou ty, které se zamotají do nekonečných slovních scénářů, a

pak jsou ty, které se dostanou k jádru věci právě tím správným

množstvím.

Díky, máš zase pravdu.

•  Odpovědi:@Desert Fox

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
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121. Brosiříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:25 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@7crabwalk11

Je velký rozdíl mezi hippie sny o dřevěných lodích a

anarchokapitalismem lidí jako Larkin Rose nebo Jeff Berwick.

Ale je to sporný bod, protože se nemůžeme dostat na žádné

místo z místa, kde jsme nyní. Je spousta věcí, které by stejně

smýšlející Evropané mohli dokázat, nebýt zhoubného vlivu

samozvaných „Bohy vyvolených lidí“, ale v tomto bodě je to

všechno stejně fantazijní jako Harry Potter.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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122. 7crabwalk11říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:25 GMT • před 12,7 dny • 200 slov ↑   

@RoatanBill

Netrvalo dlouho a anarchista milující mír a svobodu stanovil

zákon! Nabízí se jasný a přítomný projev autoritářství. A na

jakou autoritu se hippies odvolávají? (Možná kodifikovat „právo

nosit zbraně“ nebyl tak špatný nápad. Agentura je povolána.

Bude ve „Sunshine Daydream“ existovat „habeas corpus“? I

„Burning Man“ má kodex chování. Ale protože to není „vláda“, je

autentický? Drogová špinavost je vrcholem lidské svobody ?

 
Pokud jde o daný problém, Spojené státy byly právně

formulovány tak, aby zabránily „Crown & Cross“ převzít

autoritu. Ale žádný takový firewall nebyl postaven, aby zabránil

Židům a zednářům chopit se moci. No a ten den nastal. Jedna

ruka myje druhou. Žid volí boj. Mason vyrábí zbraně, namydlí,

opláchne, opakuje. 

 
(A pak bylo mé právo na svobodu projevu podle prvního dodatku

jednostranně pozastaveno anarchistou milujícím mír a svobodu.

To je těžké, zvláště když v tomto hippie snění nemám žádnou

kodifikovanou ochranu. Ale „osla“ se měří zdarma.) 

 
(„Problém “ je řešeno v druhém odstavci)

 
Berkman, Luxemburg & Goldman byli nasazeni, aby rozvrátili

vnitřní zásobovací linie z Berlína na západní frontu

podněcováním nepokojů. To vedlo k příměří. Což nakonec

prospělo degenerovaným válečným prasatům v Londýně

založeným na kreditech. A tito „anarchisté“ pomohli dostat do

popředí anglo-sionistickou ohavnost, která proměnila svět v

násilné bordello.

•  Odpovědi:@RoatanBill,@bike-anarkist

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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123. RoatanBillříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:36 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
@7crabwalk11

Možná si myslíš, že to dáváš nějaký smysl, ale já nevím, co tím

chceš říct.

Vaše próza je nesourodý monolog nesmyslů.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

124. Harold Smithříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:39 GMT • před 12,6 dny • 200 slov ↑   

@Realist

Biden nemá žádnou moc ani sebeuvědomění; nic neřídí a nemá žádnou
administrativu. Proč všichni autoři a komentátoři vůbec odkazují na Bidena?

Já to vidím jinak. Biden zasvětil celý svůj život konání zla pro své

pány. Učinil vědomé rozhodnutí kandidovat na prezidenta,

nejvyšší politickou funkci v zemi, za výslovným účelem předat

moc úřadu některým lidem, kteří jsou možná těmi nejhoršími

lidmi, kteří kdy po této zemi chodili. Dělal to vědomě, ochotně a

zjevně nadšeně. Měl a stále má morální volbu přestat přijímat

jejich rozkazy a přestat páchat zlo, kdykoli by si to přál, ale

odmítá; takže v jistém smyslu má všechno pod kontrolou. Bez

zrádných zmetek jako Biden a spol. by říše zla skončila. Úřad

prezidenta (a potažmo zrádné spodiny, která ho dobrovolně

obsazuje) je středobodem říše zla.

•  Díky:Chuck Orloski

•  Odpovědi:@Realist

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
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125. Simoneříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:44 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
Ale otázka otázek je… existuje atomová bomba? Nebo je to jen

bubák, který podporuje jejich agendu?

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter 

126. John1955říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:51 GMT • před 12,6 dny • 100 slov ↑   

V roce 1957 Harvard Prof podrobně vysvětlil, JAK by se měly

jaderné zbraně používat.

A je tu nejzábavnější jednohvězdičkový komentář Amazonu, jaký

jsem kdy četl – od Zrození vesmíru nebo od doby, kdy byl

Amazon jen skromným online knihkupcem.

„Doufejme, že autor nikdy nezíská důležitou vládní funkci –

dokážete si představit, jaké škody by tento druh mysli mohl

způsobit světu? Při pomyšlení se třesu."

HENRY JIŽ ZÍSKAL DŮLEŽITOU PRÁCI VLÁDNA NA

NEJLEPŠÍ ÚROVNI TY HLÁŠKO!!! 

 
DOBŘE NEŽ SE JSTE NARODILI A DÁTE IPHONE JAKO

DÁREK – ABY VÁS PROMĚNIL V ÚPLNÉHO BLÁZNA !!!

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter 

127. Chuck Orloskiříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:53 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
@Judd

Souhlasím, Judde, a Macronovi se nedá věřit.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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128. CelestiaQuestaříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:54 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
@Old and Grumpy

Jako dostihového koně se zlomenou nohou je nejlidštější věcí,

kterou můžete udělat, je zastřelit ho a omezit jeho utrpení.

Tak by se mělo Rusko chovat k USA.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

129. anonymous[227] •  Zřeknutí se odpovědnosti říká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:54 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
Al Sharpton by měl jet do Moskvy požádat o protihodnotové

cílení, které by zohlednilo vlastní kapitál. Nemiřte na Detroit,

místo toho zaútočte na Ann Arbor.

•  Souhlasím:HbutnotG

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter 
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130. Juddříká:

10. ledna 2023 v 19:57 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
@old coyote

thanks!

further reading (if you skipped the book like I did)

Inside The LC: The Strange but Mostly True Story of Laurel

Canyon and the Birth of the Hippie Generation: Part I

https://centerforaninformedamerica.com/inside-the-lc-the-

strange-but-mostly-true-story-of-laurel-canyon-and-the-birth-

of-the-hippie-generation-part-i/

–

https://www.winterwatch.net/2022/06/laurel-canyon-military-

intelligence-family-backgrounds-of-the-iconic-60s-

counterculture-rock-stars/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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131. Joe Levantine says:

January 10, 2023 at 8:02 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Tucker

Statement by Martin Armstrong (paraphrased):

“Of all the presidents and prime ministers that I have met for the

past forty years, Trump was the only one who told me at Mar a

Lago that he is tired of sending letters of condolence to American

families for soldiers who have fallen in Afghanistan. “Those

people have been fighting for thousand of years over borders and

our intervention will not change that.” Trump again.

When asked by his interviewer if the late Margaret Thatcher,

Martin’s best friend, expressed any feelings of remorse for

British soldiers who have fallen under her mandate, his answer

was a straight “no.”

Trump has plenty of shortcomings but warmongering is

definitely not one of them despite his blustering about having a

bigger red nuclear button than North Korean president Kim

Jong-Un. Trump tried on many occasions to pull American

troops out of Syria but was sandbagged by the deep state. Trump

represents the American oligarchy that benefits from prosperity

driven by peace contrary to the American oligarchy that benefits

from the spending of the MIC. History and experience show that

it is the latter oligarchy that has the upper hand.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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132. Desert Fox says:

January 10, 2023 at 8:02 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta

Thanks, The world is insane and the demons are running the

asylum, from the covid-19 scam and psyop to chemtrails, the

demons are trying to destroy our world.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski, CelestiaQuesta

•  Odpovědi:@Shamu

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
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133. JonesHenryříká:

10. ledna 2023 ve 20:19 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
@The roman

Jo jo, správně kamaráde! A hádejte, kdo hodí první kamenem!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JonesHenry
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https://jaakkokalevi.files.wordpress.com/2023/01/image-33.png
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https://jaakkokalevi.files.wordpress.com/2023/01/image-33.png
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To je váš velký bílý ruský hrdina!!!

https://jaakkokalevi.files.wordpress.com/2023/01/image-33.png
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•  Troll:Olivier1973

•  Odpovědi:@Sarita

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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134. Decoyříká:

10. ledna 2023 ve 20:37 GMT • před 12,6 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@anon

Madeline byla uctívaná státní žena, která byla ve Spojených

státech a v Evropě velmi respektována. Myslím, že ve

Washingtonu DC dostala velké poslání. Nemyslím si, že se tam

objevila irácká delegace a pravděpodobně ani nikdo z Libye.

Možná zavraždila půl milionu iráckých dětí, přímo nebo

nepřímo, ale hej, byla to tu a tam „první žena“, takže zbytek

může být odpuštěn.

•  Odpovědi:@Philip Giraldi,@mulga mumblebrain,@Odyssey

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

135. Shamuříká:

10. ledna 2023 ve 20:46 GMT • před 12,6 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@Carlton Meyer

Všechny tyto komunikační orgány jsou řízeny Deep State.

Předpokládat, že Amerika je zemí svobodných, je jako

předpokládat, že Amerika nikdy nespáchala žádné válečné

zločiny ani jiná zvěrstva. Anglo-sionistický Deep State je ta

nejhorší parta, která kdy vládla nad jakoukoli významnou částí

Západu.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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136. Shamuříká:

10. ledna 2023 ve 20:47 GMT • před 12,6 dny    ↑
@Desert Fox

To proto, že naprostá sebedestrukce je dalším logickým krokem

po staletích rostoucí války proti všem přeživším aspektům

křesťanstva.

•  Odpovědi:@Desert Fox

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 

 

137. CelestiaQuestaříká:

10. ledna 2023 ve 20:50 GMT • před 12,6 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@7crabwalk11

„Hudební průmysl je Talmudic Wizardry. A Krysař z Hamlinu

žije dál."

V aktualizované verzi by se jmenoval ‚The Pied Rapper From

Harlem‘, doprovázený všemi jeho kamarády v duhových barvách

a skandujícími nenávistné bílé rýmy, uklidňující krysí masy nad

útesy jako kdysi buvoli.

Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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138. Z-manříká:

10. ledna 2023 ve 20:51 GMT • před 12,6 dny • 100 slov ↑   

@JasonT

T

Geraldi už nějakou dobu volá….říkejme tomu ZOG, tak přestaň. 

 
Vede 'Radu pro národní zájem', takže je po léta cílem prvků The

Cabal.

Speaking of Brandon..err Biden, the last few times I’ve seen him

on TeeVee he seems to be more lucid and healthy. I’m guessing

‘Dr.Jill’ and her team of health professionals are pumping him

with the latest in anti dementia/alzheimers/whatever drugs and

it seems to be working. For sure I thought he’d be in an asylum

by now.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

139. Philip Giraldi says:

January 10, 2023 at 8:52 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@Decoy

She was also Jewish which gave her an automatic establishment

and media pass on high crimes she committed, particularly if

Muslims were on the receiving end, which was most often the

case

• Replies: @Judd
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140. Yukon Jack says:

January 10, 2023 at 8:54 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago • 600

Words   ↑
@Greta Handel

(Is that what you did, Yukon Jack? And again in 2020?) They don’t care which one
you pick, as long as you do.

And what’s this?

Read this and weep about your “savior” Trump

Who used the word “savior”?

No, I did not vote for Trump as I do not vote. If I did vote, I

would not vote for any Ziowhore candidate like Biden or Trump.

I think America should be first, and I think the politicians which

make Israel first should be disqualified as treasonous bastards.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Yukon+Jack
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Trump, the Make America Great Again candidate, made Israel

first. Trump bent over backward to give Israel everything they

wanted, except he did not attack Iran, and Bibi had him flushed

down the toilet. Trump gave Israel the Golan Heights (which he

has no legal right to do) and he moved the US embassy to

Jerusalem, which just further inflames the conflict in Palestine.

Trump is a god damned slavish Jew whore and has no business

being an American politician, in fact he should get the hell out

the United States and go move to his Israel, his true love, outside

of his daughter.

Trump said he was the King of Israel and all kinds of other

completely insane Ziowhore statements that totally disgusted me

and any other sane human. Israel did 911, and Trump kissing

Israel’s ass is disgusting, when the USA should be bombing

Israel off the map for Jonathan Pollard, USS Liberty, 9-11,

selling our secrets to China, etc. etc. Israel is the enemy of the

United States, and in fact, because of Jewish influence and

political power, Israel represents the #1 existential threat to the

survival of the United States.

https://images1.ynet.co.il//PicServer5/2017/05/22/7798054/779804601000100980653no.jpg
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NEVER FORGET ISRAEL DID 911 BECAUSE ISRAEL WAS

NOT PROSECUTED FOR THE ATTACK ON THE USS LIBERTY

 

Trump also loves Netanyahu, the very brainchild behind 911, and

who promises to wipe out our nation as soon as the Jews are

done using it like toilet paper. F-ck Donald Trump, he is a god

damned traitor, and loyal to Israel. Same for Biden, and all the

rest of the Ziowhores who refuse to hold Israel accountable for

anything.

https://i.imgur.com/CNfPFyf.jpg
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I use the word “savior” because Trump is indeed viewed as a

white savior, he is even referred to as the Emperor God King by

his admirers. The commenter ‘Tucker’, was upset that I had said

something he felt was slander toward his god king savior DJT.

Sorry, I paid close attention to the things Trump said, and I do

not like this gaslighting by his followers who deny he said those

things. Trump made hundreds of inflammatory and incendiary

remarks as president, including about using nuclear weapons

first, including my first post that he said what good are nuclear

weapons if you can’t use them. Yeah, he said it, and it was right

in line with his management style to frighten his opponents like

North Korea and Iran.

Let me repeat and be very clear about this Trump character, he

made many very inflammatory remarks during his entire

Presidential term. He made reckless statements about nuclear

weapons, when in the diplomatic world, such rhetoric is

considered very dangerous when nuclear powers are locked and

loaded and nuclear tipped ICBMs are ready to go. Trump is a

dangerous lunatic (as is Biden) and both need to be locked up in

a nut house and kept away from doing any more damage.

https://henrymakow.com/upload_images/sabrosky.jpg
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• Agree: Sarita

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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141. Judd says:

January 10, 2023 at 8:58 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@Philip Giraldi

how does that explain Lesley Stahl interview?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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142. Charles Pewitt says:

January 10, 2023 at 9:08 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
2023 Will Be Same As It Ever Was, But The Ruling Class

Manipulation Will Become More Open Use Of Force Rather

Than Rancid Corporate Propaganda Apparatus Fraudulence.

Force or fraud is the choice for the ruling class.

Christopher Christie and Christopher Wray are fakers; just like

Johnnie Ray.

It’s all in the game for treasonous slobs such as Chris Christie

and Chris Wray to attack the regular White Christian people of

the USA. Politician whore pukes Christie and Wray attack the

European Christian ancestral core of the USA because the White

Christian American ancestral core of the USA is the only political

force capable of politically decapitating the JEW/WASP Ruling

Class of the American Empire. The deceased Baby Boomer

Patriot Sam Francis wrote and said that Middle American

Radicals — or regular White Christian Core Americans — are the

one potential cohort that might produce a new ruling class to

topple and displace the current globalizer, anti-White ruling

class.

To say something nice about M & M consolidator and decent

athlete when he wasn’t so darn fat, Chris Christie, he at least was

properly appalled at the behaviour of the Kushner people during

some squalid Kushner business a while back.

As for Chris Wray, he does what he is told by the ruling class and

he seems to have no integrity. I could be wrong. At least Chris

Wray hasn’t appeared in a dress like Fay Wray, but if a ruling

class representative told him to do so, he’d do it.

Power. Must. Coordinate. https://t.co/BhR8BBNFtT

— Original Roland Rat (@OGRolandRat) January 10, 2023
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I’m not gonna fake it like Johnnie Ray — Van Morrison

Sometimes We Cry (Full Length Version) by Van Morrison:

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

143. Yukon Jack says:

January 10, 2023 at 9:12 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@The Germ Theory of Disease

Amerika is in a death spiral, so yes, it is a no brainer that

Amerika in like that freight train going over the cliff, but we have

yet to reach the point where we auger in.

• Replies: @Sven Kirchens

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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144. Jim H says:

January 10, 2023 at 9:14 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@Decoy

‘Among the worst are Mike Pompeo, a real war addicted nutcase

and Lindsey Graham who keeps thinking he really is the

reincarnation of his hero the crazy John McCain.’ — Decoy

John Bolton is quite offended that he failed to top your list of

war-addicted nutcases.
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145. Charles Pewitt says:

January 10, 2023 at 9:17 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago • 100

Words   ↑

EU strategic autonomy, RIP – Joint Nato-EU declaration to be released today will
enshrine "importance of the transatlantic bond" and state that stronger European
armies are to support the US-led alliance, not offer an alternative to it
https://t.co/uBWSAHW6x4 @FinancialTimes

— Henry Foy (@HenryJFoy) January 10, 2023

NATO MUST BE ABOLISHED

THE EUROPEAN UNION MUST BE ABOLISHED

THE EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK MUST BE ABOLISHED

THE EURO CURRENCY MUST BE ABOLISHED

THE AMERICAN EMPIRE MUST LEAVE EUROPE AND ASIA

KRAUT NUKES NOW

NIP NUKES NOW

NATIONALIZE THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK NOW!

FREE BEER FRIDAY MUST BE ESTABLISHED COURTESY OF

ELECTRONICALLY CONJURED UP CASH FROM NEWLY

NATIONALIZED FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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146. Brad Anbro says:

January 10, 2023 at 9:21 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@anon

This song is dedicated to you and the rest of peace-loving

mankind…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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147. Curmudgeon says:

January 10, 2023 at 9:25 pm GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@Johnny LeBlanc

The Jews in the State Department are not going to kill you. The

will just cause you to be killed while they are on planes to Tel

Aviv.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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148. Desert Fox says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:25 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
@Shamu

Agree, Russia is the only nation standing as protector for

Christians, the demonzation of Russia by the real demons aka

the zionists and their WEF proves that they are satanists.
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149. mulga mumblebrain says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:26 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
The West is simply reaching the apotheosis of 500 years of

arrogant, racist, contempt for humanity. Being utterly outdone

by China, a bunch of ‘mere Asiatics’, has twisted their minds

beyond insanity. Russia is just a stepping-stone, a necessary

preparation for the Great Race War to consolidate global White

Herrenvolk rule, FOREVER. Another preparatory target will be

Brazil, as it looks to China for economic success. Lula will be

lucky to last a year.

• Replies: @Zane
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150. Sarita says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:29 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
Well, i figure how ugly a year was by the number of children

killed in the world violently.

 
–2022–

 
In the US for example, there were 6000 children killed or

injured by firearms in 2022.

 
No joke.

 
When they don’t kill each other, Americans go overseas to satisfy

their blood thirst;

MONGOLOID PRESIDENT BIDEN killed 8 kids in

Afghanistan in retaliation for the killing of 8 …what was it

MONGOLOID EX-PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP called

them? oh yeah, LOSERS AND SUCKERS (US marines).

 
THEN MONGOLOID PRESIDENT BIDEN went again and killed

8 more kids this time in Syria because, ready? They had to get

rid of a “very dangerous” jihadist. I mean the LOSER/SUCKER

who fired the drone into the house where the kids where couldn’t

wait for them to go out to play soccer then kill the guy.

What did MONGOLOID PRESIDENT BIDEN DO upon hearing

the news? He smiled and went on looking for little girls to sniff

their hair.

IT DOESNT LOOK LIKE THIS YEAR IS GONNA BE BETTER:

–2023-From Google;

1-Family of 5, including minors, found dead in North Carolina

home ….

2-Family of 4 dead in Allegan County murder-suicide –

3-Father, son dead in Luling, murder-suicide following …

Etc etc etc

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Sarita
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And the one that still got my head rolling around 360 degrees:

“6-year-old student shoots teacher in Virginia classroom, police

say.

 
— A 6-year-old student shot and wounded a teacher at his school

in Virginia during an altercation inside a first-grade…..”

 
ANOTHER ONE;

 
“Tennessee cops, including married female officer, fired after

repeated wild sex romps.”

 
This blond bitch had SEX and blowjob parties with six other

policemen! The good news is that she is equal opportunity; the

cops were black, white and Latino, baby!

A SIX YEARS OLD WAS “HAVING AN “ALTERCATION?

 
CRAZY SHIT!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

151. Bookish1 says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:30 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
@messageinabottle

Russia may not have won regardless.
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152. mulga mumblebrain says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:37 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
@Yukon Jack

Why would Trump wear the little hat? He’s not a Jew. Male

goyim visiting Jewish sites and synagogues used to wear hats, as

a sign of respect, but now it seems that they must debase

themselves in pretending to be second-rate Jews themselves.

• Replies: @Yukon Jack, @Wizard of Oz
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153. mulga mumblebrain says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:42 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
@Decoy

They murdered 500,000 Iraqi children under five, and a few

hundred thousand more older than that. Credit where credit is

due. Little mitzvot for Yahweh and Bibi.

• Agree: Odyssey
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154. IronForge says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:50 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
Yes, it will get worse.

Murica will keep trying to sabotage RUS and CHN as well as

continue to cannibalize €URoZone, Africa, and the Americas.

Hopefully they will continue failing.

RUS, CHN, SCO/SilkRoad/RCEP are “decoupling” from the

PetroU$D/U$T/SWIFT Trading+Settlement Systems as the SCO

roll out their own Alternatives.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

155. Buck Ransom says:

January 10, 2023 at 10:52 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
@Kolya Krassotkin

Damn, how did Kubrick leave that one perfect detail of out Dr.

Strangelove?

• LOL: Kolya Krassotkin
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156. S says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:16 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago • 400

Words   ↑
@Decoy

Unfortunately we have a whole bunch of Buck Turdigisons alive and kicking in
Washington D.C. 2023. Among the worst are Mike Pompeo, a real war addicted
nutcase…

In regards to Pompeo, from the time of it’s very inception, in

1776, the United States has point by point closely paralleled

ancient Rome in it’s history.

Currently the United States is paralleling Rome in making a

transition from a republic to a dictatorship. During this

transition ancient Rome had a loose political alliance called the

First Triumvirate which informally ruled Rome and would

ultimately dissolve in a civil war, which consisted of Crassus, his

political protégé Caesar, and the Roman General Pompey.

Pompeo, who is to decide in a few months if he will contest

Trump’s candidacy for the Republican presidential nomination,

amongst other close parallels literally has the very same name as

ancient Rome’s Pompey, the latter simply being an Anglicized

spelling of Pompeo. [See ‘Pompeo and Pompey’ excerpt and link

below.]

[MORE]
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157. Hulkamania says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:21 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
@sally

The USA is a global empire. Legal fictions like citizenship and

borders are not taken into account by America’s rulers because

they view the entire world as their rightful sphere of control and

all people on earth as their rightful subjects. America’s rulers do

not accept concepts like “foreigners.”
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158. Charles Pewitt says:

January 10, 2023 at 11:45 pm GMT • 12.5 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
The USA is a global empire. Legal fictions like citizenship and

borders are not taken into account by America’s rulers because

they view the entire world as their rightful sphere of control

and all people on earth as their rightful subjects. America’s

rulers do not accept concepts like “foreigners.”

 

"We [Marines] are here to help the Vietnamese because inside every gook is an
American trying to get out. It's a hardball world, son. We've got to try to keep our
heads until this peace craze blows over." – from "Full Metal Jacket," Stanley Kubrick,
director, 1987 pic.twitter.com/kAT4A3bRax

— Dan Currie (@poeboston) December 13, 2020

• LOL: Hibernian
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159. Sarita says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:02 am GMT • 12.5 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@JonesHenry

Notice how young Putin is in those pictures.

 
He had zero money then.

 
Today (after ki$$ing that kosher ass) the man got close to 200

billion dollars.

 
“Putin claims he makes $140,000 and has an 800-square foot

apartment.”

 
But according to some experts, he may be the wealthiest man in

the world with assets totaling up to $200 billion.

 
“Apart from the Black Sea Mansion and 19 other houses and 700

cars, Putin supposedly has a collection of 58 aircraft and

helicopters including a $716 million dollar plane called “The

Flying Kremlin” that has a toilet made of gold. Not surprising

considering his taste for grandiose, neoclassical architecture.”

HE MADE IT.

 
But as usual it went to his head and lost it.

For the Greeks, it did not simply signal that pride goes

before a fall but, rather, something stronger and more

morally freighted. Hubris described an act

intentionally designed to dishonour its victim. Hubris

was something expressly calculated to cause shame to

the weak. Hubris was tinged with violence. Hubris was

excessive and brutal.

“Those whom the God’s plan to destroy they first make mad”.
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160. Anonymous[400] • Disclaimer says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:03 am GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
The Ukraine war is a jew operation from A to Z. A big middle

finger salute to the jews who run the USA and the young goys

who serve the jews in the US military.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

161. Padojo says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:05 am GMT • 12.5 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Robert Dolan

Sir, that is concise and correct! Douglas Reed wrote with the

same exact intent some 70 years ago when he stated “The

denouement will be extremely painful for all existing at that

time”. Mr. Reed knew that in (anybody’s) estimation the

‘destructive principle’ of the Zionist Jew would not succeed BUT

WOULD go all the way to fruition. As he stated “It has gone on

for so long now there is…(my words) no alternative to their

deceptive plan.

 
They are loosing and they know it. The world is sick and tired of

Zionist Jew hegemony and the idiot Zionist Evangelical

Christian Church that supports it (along with the ZOG of the

US).

 
It’s true that not every Jew is a Zionist and that not every Zionist

is a Jew. How do we ever rid our world of this extreme

pestilence? The Nazi model was completely WRONG. In the US

alone we have some 80 million brainwashed nullified heads that

LOVE Israel and targeting Jews alone would do nothing to

eliminate Zionist Christianity who swear allegiance to the Jewish

state every minute of every day.

 
I get the idea that we are doomed.

• Replies: @geokat62, @Liosnagcat
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162. Zane says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:36 am GMT • 12.4 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

If you think China has ” outdone ” the West it doesn’t sound like

you have ever been to China. Much of it is a third or second

world craphole but utterly lacking the charm of Southeast Asia.

Once again you demonstrate a level of ignorance that I have

come to expect from your comments. But please do carry on

making a fool of yourself.

• Replies: @Anon, @Hulkamania
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163. geokat62 says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:38 am GMT • 12.4 days ago   ↑
@Padojo

I get the idea that we are doomed.

Never give up hope…

https://t.me/bubbakate2/1050

https://odysee.com/@Handsome_Truth:4

• Agree: Chuck Orloski
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164. Odyssey says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:41 am GMT • 12.4 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Decoy

As the child of a Czechoslovak diplomat, ww2 found her in

Belgrade. A Serbian family saved her from being sent to a

concentration camp even though the German penalty for hiding

Jews was death. Later, she even had a Montenegrin Serb as a

boyfriend. It is unknown what caused her pathological hatred of

Serbs (maybe because the boyfriend left her?), her constant

support for the bombing of Serbia.

Later in her life, she had an Albanian terrorist, the leader of a

mafia that traded drugs and human organs, as her lover. Swiss

lawyer Dick Marty found that organs were taken from several

hundred captured Serbian civilians while they were still alive.

Later, this terrorist and a lover of M. Albright (she was 65, he 35)

even became the president of the American narco-territory of

Kosovo, which was stolen from Serbia. For her merits in seizing

Kosovo from Serbia, she received a telecom company in Kosovo

and later even a monument just like Bill Clinton.

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
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165. Princeone says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:46 am GMT • 12.4 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
I sense that the neocon jerks in Washington feel that this is a

game of chicken and Russia will blink first. That Putin is far

more sensible than to allow the war to progress to a nuclear

conflict gives these Washington bastards the idea that,

eventually, they can weaken Russia through economic attrition,

causing Russia’s capitulation.

However, most dumbshit Americans don’t realize that Putin’s

Russia is the last stand from Americans becoming slaves to the

NWO. The people running the American side of this nonsense

are students of the Talmud. They have no concern for the lives

that will be lost. Still, a safe bet is that they have a strategy for

weathering whatever mess they create for the rest of us.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

166. Realist says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:48 am GMT • 12.4 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@follyofwar

Though senile Brandon has no power to act on his own accord, the president, for good
or ill, is the face of the nation. He takes the blame as well as the adulations. That’s
what Mr. Giraldi means when he refers to Brandon’s willingness to take the country to
nuclear war.

Bullshit, Biden is brain-dead and has no responsibility for his

actions. State the situation as it is. Biden is titular, and the Deep

State/ power elite are in control and make all decisions for the

executive branch as well as Congress and perhaps the SCOTUS
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167. Realist says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:53 am GMT • 12.4 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Harold Smith

I see it differently. Biden’s dedicated his whole life to doing evil for his masters. He
made the conscious decision to run for president, the highest political office in the
land, for the express purpose of handing over the power of the office to some people
who are perhaps the most evil who’ve ever walked this earth.

That is crap; the bozo made no conscious decision. He is brain-

dead. He has no control over his mental actions.

We disagree.

• Replies: @Harold Smith
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168. littlewing says:

January 11, 2023 at 1:00 am GMT • 12.4 days ago   ↑
Yes.

 
More people will die from the genocide shot.

 
More people will die in the war against Russia.

 
More people will flip out and do crimes due to the ‘agenda’.

 
More people will revolt against the Davos criminals puppet

regimes.

 
More people will realize Ye was right.

Yes, it will be worse.
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169. littlewing says:

January 11, 2023 at 1:03 am GMT • 12.4 days ago   ↑
@Yukon Jack

and God has a bead on these evil monsters.

 
try it.
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170. cohen says:

January 11, 2023 at 1:04 am GMT • 12.4 days ago   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

And what about The Jewyork Times and Washington Compost?
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171. Phineas says:

@Tucker

It was Hillary Clinton who made that statement.
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172. Tsar Nicholas says:

January 11, 2023 at 2:00 am GMT • 12.4 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
I don’t see any way out of escalation to a very unhappy

conclusion. Nobody in the West is willing to talk peace and when

Russia wins on the ground the options for the neocons and

NATO will be death (which they probably imagine they can avoid

by living down a mineshaft) or humiliation.

Richard Sauder used to write about the D.U.M.B.s (Deep

underground military bases). Would it really be all that

surprising with the missing trillions from DoD and HHS budgets

these that things might actually exist?

• Replies: @Buck Ransom
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173. Harold Smith says:

January 11, 2023 at 2:28 am GMT • 12.4 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Realist

That is crap; the bozo made no conscious decision.

Nonsense; he obviously ran for president of his own volition. He

knew what he was doing.

He is brain-dead. He has no control over his mental actions.

You’re exaggerating. No doubt he has some cognitive

impairment but he’s not a drooling vegetable. He appears to be

not mentally healthy enough (IMO) to properly manage the

office he holds – if he was actually trying to do right by the

people – but being that he’s an immoral, order-following puppet

he doesn’t need to have the faculties of a 40 year old.

We disagree.

Yes.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski

• Replies: @Realist
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174. Reginald Elings says:

January 11, 2023 at 3:10 am GMT • 12.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

Yukon:

I sympathize with you, however, many people have fallen for this

‘tsunami bomb myth. These devices are allegedly designed as a

torpedo with a 100 megaton yield and is suppose to create a

1200 (!) foot tsunami that will wipe out HUGE swaths of land.

This is complete BS; 100 megatons is way to SMALL for such an

effect. The 2004 Sumatra earthquake had an estimated yield of

several GIGATONS (Billions of tons of TNT) and it only created

around a 30 meter tsunami which still caused a lot of damage

and killed over 100,000 people or so, but WAY short of taking

out an area the size of the US east coast! If the Russians

attempted such a thing with one of their 100 Megaton (Maybe a

‘tsunami around 2 meters or so) torpedo’s off the east/west

coasts of the US; all they would do is piss off the US government;

who will then, retaliate with a full nuclear response against

Russia (China as well?)

I suspect that these 100 megaton torpedo’s where designed for

use against the US Ohio class Nuclear missile carrying

submarines and their hardened submarine pens off the coasts of

both the Pacific and Atlantic coasts. They can also be used

against the same subs on the high seas by detonating such a

warhead with in several miles of the sub’s moving location with

an attempt to crush their hulls!

A several mile diameter, or so, asteroid hitting the earth (Ocean

strike!) would be required for a 1200″ tsunami! But, I digress

Best to you
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175. Anon[250] • Disclaimer says:

@Zane

Have you seen the cities and towns or the rural settlements

surrounded by cows , corn fields , bowling alley ,tavern and

church in US ? They suck . The meth labs look promising for the

future . Join the race .
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176. Zachary Smith says:

January 11, 2023 at 4:03 am GMT • 12.3 days ago • 400

Words   ↑
@Reginald Elings

These devices are allegedly designed as a torpedo with a 100 megaton yield and is
suppose to create a 1200 (!) foot tsunami that will wipe out HUGE swaths of land.
This is complete BS; 100 megatons is way to SMALL for such an effect.

Suppose you’re right. Both Russia and the US have computers

which can run programs which would predict some sort of wave

output, but they may be lying about that part. What about the

other effects?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Crossroads

Consider the Crossroads Baker test. A mere 21 kiloton device

detonated only 90 feet deep destroyed an entire fleet of old Navy

ships. The ones which weren’t wrecked were so contaminated

that most had to be scuttled instead of scrapped. Next, the Castle

Bravo surprise.

https://nationalinterest.org/blog/reboot/castle-bravo-huge-

nuke-changed-world-194339

Scientists estimated the device would have a yield of about five megatons. They based
many of their safety precautions—such as the location of various observation posts
and ships, a safety “exclusion zone” in the Pacific Ocean surrounding Bikini and
estimates of fallout dispersal—on a five-megaton yield.

Zero hour for Bravo was at 6:45 a.m. local time on March 1. From the moment the
device detonated, many of the observers knew something had gone spectacularly
wrong.

 ~~~~~
 Battle-hardened men who had served in World War II went to their knees and

prayed,” L. Douglas Keeney wrote in 15 Minutes: General Curtis LeMay and the
Countdown to Nuclear Annihilation.

“We soon found ourselves under a large black and orange cloud that seemed to be
dropping bright red balls of fire all over the ocean around us,” one sailor recounted. “I
think many of us expected that we were witnessing the end of the world.”
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Multiple the size of that explosion by a factor of 7, and plant it

far down in the ocean. At a bare minimum, a deep explosion

5,000 times larger than the Baker shot will contaminate

enormous areas. Wouldn’t surprise me if local tidal waves

weren’t in the range of hundreds of meters, too.

The Russians wouldn’t have gone to the trouble of making this

super-bomb if they didn’t think think they’d get their money’s

worth. But even if the thing should turn out to be a worthless

damp squib, their other weapons still make avoiding a nuclear

war very much worthwhile.

• Thanks: Yukon Jack
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177. Yukon Jack says:

January 11, 2023 at 4:24 am GMT • 12.3 days ago • 800

Words   ↑
Why could 2023 be the worst year in our lives? Because the war

we are provoking in Ukraine, is pissing off Russia, which has a

huge arsenal of nuclear weapons, and Putin is condemning us in

the harshest of terms.

In fact, by some reckonings the war has already begun, with the US and its allies
clearly dedicated to crippling the Russian economy while also getting rid of President
Vladimir Putin. The 101st Airborne is now in place in Romania next to Ukraine to
“warn” the Kremlin while the Pentagon has recently admitted that some American
military personnel are already in Ukraine, contrary to the denials by White House
spokesmen. The British have also revealed that some of their elite Special Ops
personnel are on the ground.

What does Putin say about this war?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Yukon+Jack
https://c.files.bbci.co.uk/11AC1/production/_108158327_optimised-nuclear640-nc.png
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Vladimir Putin’s speech to the world

I’m tired today tired of everything. I want to speak to all sides of the world.
What the hell is going on here? What evil plans do you dream of? You sacrifice
the innocent soul and victims of your dirty politics in the world! You keep
washing people’s brains with your mainstreams, without the same and
worldwide.

I know your satanic plans to reduce the population of the planet. You are truly
evil to use the most vulnerable to your plans. If you think people are simply
subjecting themselves to the thought of massacre, leave your position
immediately!

  
If the USA and Europe don’t stop their plans immediately, you will not only face
God’s wrath, but mine too. Finish your plan right away. Long live God and the
homeland and receive enemies with open arms of death.

Mitchell Henderson reads that speech on Jeff Rense radio last

night, here is a link:

Audio Player

——————-

Putin speech on September 30, 2022

http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/69465

https://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/rense/special/rense_010923_hr3.mp3?_=1
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/69465
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Now, in order to free itself from the latest web of challenges, they need to dismantle
Russia as well as other states that choose a sovereign path of development, at all
costs, to be able to further plunder other nations’ wealth and use it to patch their own
holes. If this does not happen, I cannot rule out that they will try to trigger a collapse
of the entire system, and blame everything on that, or, God forbid, decide to use the
old formula of economic growth through war.

Russia is aware of its responsibility to the international community and will make
every effort to ensure that cooler heads prevail.

The current neocolonial model is ultimately doomed; this much is obvious. But I
repeat that its real masters will cling to it to the end. They simply have nothing to
offer the world except to maintain the same system of plundering and racketeering.

They do not give a damn about the natural right of billions of people, the
majority of humanity, to freedom and justice, the right to determine their own
future. They have already moved on to the radical denial of moral, religious, and
family values.

Let’s answer some very simple questions for ourselves. Now I would like to
return to what I said and want to address also all citizens of the country – not
just the colleagues that are in the hall – but all citizens of Russia: do we want to
have here, in our country, in Russia,“parent number one, parent number two
and parent number three” (they have completely lost it!) instead of mother and
father? Do we want our schools to impose on our children, from their earliest
days in school, perversions that lead to degradation and extinction? Do we want
to drum into their heads the ideas that certain other genders exist along with women
and men and to offer them gender reassignment surgery? Is that what we want for our
country and our children? This is all unacceptable to us. We have a different future of
our own.

Let me repeat that the dictatorship of the Western elites targets all societies,
including the citizens of Western countries themselves. This is a challenge to all.
This complete renunciation of what it means to be human, the overthrow of faith
and traditional values, and the suppression of freedom are coming to resemble a
“religion in reverse” – pure Satanism. Exposing false messiahs, Jesus Christ said in
the Sermon on the Mount: “By their fruits ye shall know them.” These poisonous
fruits are already obvious to people, and not only in our country but also in all
countries, including many people in the West itself.

• Thanks: Commentator Mike
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178. Buck Ransom says:

January 11, 2023 at 4:31 am GMT • 12.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Tsar Nicholas

Could construction projects of that scale have been kept a secret

from the prying orbiting eyes of the Russians and Chinese? If

these luxury bunkers exist, they will be among the first targets to

be hit with bunker-busting nukes. Right after DC, Wall Street,

the City of London, and Tel Aviv.
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179. Liosnagcat says:

@Padojo

The Nazi model was completely WRONG.

Why?

• Replies: @Padojo
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180. bike-anarkist says:

@7crabwalk11

Bravo! Excruciatingly well written.
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181. Yukon Jack says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:03 am GMT • 12.3 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
Did Trump talk about using nuclear weapons, or

complain what good were nukes if you can’t use them?

YES HE DID, again and again:

The Republican candidate, Donald Trump, has repeatedly said, using nuclear
weapons is a real option for solving difficult political situations. In fact, he has
asked military Generals why they have not been used more often.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10752227/Donald-

Trump-hints-threaten-NUKE-Putin-Russias-leader-mentions-

nuclear-weapons.html

https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-send-nuclear-submarines-

055941794.html

https://archive.thinkprogress.org/trump-spokesperson-why-

have-nuclear-weapons-if-youre-afraid-to-use-them-

93326ed80697/

https://www.dennyburk.com/trump-on-using-nukes-if-we-

have-them-why-cant-we-use-them/

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2022/03/donald-trump-

russia-nuclear-submarines

https://nypost.com/2019/06/18/trump-threatens-war-with-

iran-if-it-tries-to-get-nukes/

https://www.cnbc.com/2016/08/03/trump-asks-why-us-cant-

use-nukes-msnbcs-joe-scarborough-reports.html

https://www.gq.com/story/trump-nuke-the-hurricanes

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-

north-korean-leader-kim-my-nuclear-button-bigger-more-

n834196

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Yukon+Jack
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10752227/Donald-Trump-hints-threaten-NUKE-Putin-Russias-leader-mentions-nuclear-weapons.html
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-says-send-nuclear-submarines-055941794.html
https://archive.thinkprogress.org/trump-spokesperson-why-have-nuclear-weapons-if-youre-afraid-to-use-them-93326ed80697/
https://www.dennyburk.com/trump-on-using-nukes-if-we-have-them-why-cant-we-use-them/
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https://nypost.com/2019/06/18/trump-threatens-war-with-iran-if-it-tries-to-get-nukes/
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https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threatened-military-

force-2018-12?op=1

Please stop this gaslighting BULLSHIT that this kike

loving DJT POS didn’t threaten the world again and

again with dangerous unhinged using nuclear weapon

talk. He did.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/apr/12/trump-xi-

jinping-chocolate-cake-syria-strikes

https://meaww.com/did-trump-really-threaten-to-nuke-

moscow-563935

Amid the Russia-Ukraine crisis, Donald Trump has made new claims. He stated that
Putin did not attack the Eastern European nation in his tenure because he had
threatened to bomb Moscow. In a recording of the phone conversation with pro-golfer
John Daly on Friday, March 4, the former president said: “They’re all saying oh he’s a
nuclear power, it’s like they’re afraid of him. You know, he was a friend of mine, I got
along great with him. I say, Vladimir, if you do it, we’re hitting Moscow. We’re going
to hit Moscow. And he sort of believed me like 5%, 10% – that’s all you need.”

 

Did Trump threaten to NUKE Moscow? The truth

behind the ex-POTUS’s claim

https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-threatened-military-force-2018-12?op=1
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/apr/12/trump-xi-jinping-chocolate-cake-syria-strikes
https://i.imgur.com/RkFEIBU.jpg
https://meaww.com/did-trump-really-threaten-to-nuke-moscow-563935
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

182. P.T. says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:10 am GMT • 12.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Russia will use tactical nuclear weapons in Ukraine if necessary

to avoid defeat. Acceptance of defeat by the Russians is not a

viable option for them. They would become vassals of NATO–in

other words, the United States.

The United States is not going to retaliate by using nuclear

weapons against Russia because Russia would respond by using

nuclear weapons against the United States. The United States is

not going to commit suicide on behalf of Ukraine.

 
lll

• Replies: @JoaoAlfaiate
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183. Yukon Jack says:

@Zachary Smith

underwater nuclear bomb test video showing tsunami
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184. Yukon Jack says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:36 am GMT • 12.2 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Reginald Elings

I understand the physics of what you say and I don’t doubt it,

thanks for pointing it out. Natural tsunamis generated in deep

water have a very short wave amplitude, but very long

wavelength, as they come ashore they slow down and the wave

height increases dramatically. If you are fishing in deep water, a

tsunami can pass under your boat without you even knowing it.

The tsunami bomb (myth or not) has been a “thing” on the

internet for the last couple of years (and promoted by the MSM).

I was speculating tongue and cheek what might happen,

hopefully no nuclear war happens. Nuclear war would be the

worst thing that could ever happen to a human being on this

planet.

https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/14558205/russian-radioactive-

tsunami-torepdo-poseidon-2m39/

https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/a22537

135/russias-nuclear-tsunami-apocalypse-torpedo-is-named-

poseidon/

HD atomic bomb Underwater Nuclear Burst finial

version tsunami bomb 1958

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Yukon+Jack
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• Replies: @Reginald Elings
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185. Yukon Jack says:

January 11, 2023 at 6:24 am GMT • 12.2 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

The even bigger joke than some two-bit politician wearing some

stupid cap at some stupid wall for some stupid Jew religion to

get Jew money and endorsement is THAT WALL IS NOT THE

REAL WALL of the 1st century Jerusalem temple.

The Wailing Wall is not part of the foundation wall for the old Temple, it is the
wall of the old Roman Antonia Fortress; which the Roman army left as a
monument to their power, as it is all that remained after they desolated the rest
of the city in 70 A.D.

It is my very good idea that we assemble all of the Jew whore

politicians, traitors all, who love Israel, who whore themselves to

Zion, to assemble them all in front of this fake wailing wall,

along with the entire Knesset and most of all Bibi Satanyahu,

and while they are all there kissing each other’s asses we fire a

volley of Hellfire missiles from Predator drones and send them

all back to hell. If anyone of them survive, we shoot them in the

head.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain, @grr
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186. P.T. says:

In order to menace Russia, Zelenski and the Zionist neocons

were willing to sacrifice Ukraine’s gentiles.

 
lll

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

187. Commentator Mike says:

January 11, 2023 at 7:44 am GMT • 12.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Odyssey

According to her bio

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madeleine_Albright

she moved to London in 1939 so couldn’t have been hiding from

the Nazis in Belgrade. She was in Belgrade after the war until

1948. I don’t think she’d have had a boyfriend at 10 years of age.

I know they could be lying in her bio but are you sure your

sources are reliable? Her parents converted to Catholicism in

London during the war and apparently didn’t tell her about her

Jewish origin.

• Replies: @Odyssey
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188. mulga mumblebrain says:

@Yukon Jack

Gosh, Jerk-a very dumb climate destabilisation denialist anda

murderous thug, to boot. The whole two inches!

• Troll: Yukon Jack

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
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189. Victor G. says:

@SafeNow

Most of the world (the global majority) cannot wait for the US of

As to disappear from the face of Planet Earth. They are literally

dying for this to happen.
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190. grr says:

@Yukon Jack

“we fire a volley of Hellfire missiles from Predator drones ”

I’d rather use Russian munitions. More reliable and cheaper.
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191. @Yukon Jack

The US empire was a massive mistake. (Freud)

And the EU vassals -lap dogs-running dog Lakey aren’t far

behind.

US puppets-Germany , Sweden, and Suxembourg look like

Africa. Thanks US!

 
Oh wow -love that « diversity »
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192. Wizard of Oz says:

January 11, 2023 at 11:39 am GMT • 12.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

kids think you overlook the decline of hat wearing by about 1970

or earlier so that non Jewish politicians and other visitors to

Jewish ceremonies were offered a yarmulka/kippah so they

could if they chose cover their heads. Sometimes they were made

of paper on the assumption that the wearer would fail to find it

for the next next such occasion.
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193. Wizard of Oz says:

@mulga mumblebrain

Aha! I hadn’t heard or thought of the very distinguished climate

warming sceptic for years and then this popped up on my

screen:

Watch “Climate Science: What Does it Say? | Dr. Richard

Lindzen | EP 320” on YouTube

Can you learn something from it?
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194. Tom Welsh says:

January 11, 2023 at 12:43 pm GMT • 11.9 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Harold Smith

Harold, I’m less inclined to see a cult or conspiracy. After all,

people have always been greedy for power and money – which

are to a great extent interchangeable.

I invoke Hanlon’s Razor:

“Never attribute to malice that which can be adequately

explained by stupidity”.

Adding to “stupidity” greed, selfishness, and lust for power.

Which are all stupid, considering that human beings are

intrinsically social animals.

• Replies: @Harold Smith
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195. JoaoAlfaiate says:

@P.T.

“The United States is not going to commit suicide on behalf of

Ukraine.”

I hope you are correct.

I do see lots of highly self destructive US behavior-both on our

southern border and on our streets.
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196. Padojo says:

January 11, 2023 at 3:54 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Liosnagcat

Nazi Germany did not go after Zionism to disassemble any part

of (it’s) support structure. Such a move would never solve

anything wrong here now in the US. Virtually all government,

central banks, MSM, entertainment and publishing are Zionist

Jew owned and operated. The goyim support of this is beyond

enormous (US Military included). To end anything disabling

logistics is key. The pre WWII German model simply degrades

foreigners/Jews and anyone they didn’t like. In the long run it

accomplished nothing. Such a system ignores the root

issue….which is the Masonic creation of Zionism. Jews didn’t

invent that one.
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197. Realist says:

January 11, 2023 at 3:58 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Harold Smith

Nonsense; he obviously ran for president of his own volition. He knew what he was
doing.

It is not evident at all.

You’re exaggerating.

No, I am not. He is a blubbering idiot. He was born with the IQ

of a corndog…now he is brain dead.

He appears to be not mentally healthy enough (IMO) to properly manage the office he
holds – if he was actually trying to do right by the people – but being that he’s an
immoral, order-following puppet he doesn’t need to have the faculties of a 40 year
old.

It does our country no justice to deny the reality that Biden is a

titular President. The onus is on writers and commenters to be

honest, and inform our citizens that this country is under the

control of the Deep State/power elite…not Biden.
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198. Yukon Jack says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:05 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 400

Words   ↑
Nuclear war is a real threat, but both sides want self

preservation, thus nukes became the deterrent under the Mutual

Assured Destruction (MAD) doctrine.

Wikipedia – Mutual assured destruction (MAD) is a doctrine of military strategy and
national security policy which posits that a full-scale use of nuclear weapons by an
attacker on a nuclear-armed defender with second-strike capabilities would cause the
complete annihilation of both the attacker and the defender.[1]

But there is another huge threat, the climate lunatics are passing

laws stopping gasoline car production and natural gas for

heating and cooking. California has outlawed gasoline

engines by a 2035 and now California has outlawed

natural gas by 2030. But 86% of households in CA use it as a

primary source of heating and cooking. And now Biden wants to

take this law nationwide. This is beyond batshit crazy, these laws

are intentionally trying to destroy our civilization, and it should

be recognized as such.

Net Zero Will Lead To The End Of Modern Civilisation, Says Top Scientist

ZH: A damning indictment of the Net Zero political project has been made by one of
the world’s leading nuclear physicists.

In a recently published science paper, Dr. Wallace Manheimer said it would be the end
of modern civilisation. Writing about wind and solar power he argued it would be
especially tragic “when not only will this new infrastructure fail, but will cost
trillions, trash large portions of the environment, and be entirely unnecessary”.

Anyone with a science background knows that ending natural

gas and gasoline engines is impossible, as there is no electrical

source to make up for the massive energy component of natural

gas and gasoline. So what is really going on here? They are

ending our civilization under the guise of fighting climate

change. Now if you take that in context of the current vaxx

genocide, what these Leftist climate lunatics are really doing is

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Yukon+Jack
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culling the population by any means available – and that means

the MAD doctrine may no longer apply – which means they may

be actually trying to start a nuclear war with Russia because the

WEF goals can only be met if our current civilization is

destroyed.

• Replies: @S, @mulga mumblebrain
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199. Yukon Jack says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:24 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Realist

I am not sure the real Joe Biden is actually alive, there is

evidence that the Biden thing on TV is an actor in a rubber mask.

Some Biden speeches were green screened, anomalies like his

hand going through the microphone became a hot internet topic

of discussion.

https://ugetube.com/watch/actor-caught-wearing-biden-mask-

joe-biden-is-a-fake_ER6RwLtHVk8yqVI.html

One way or another what we are watching on the Jewish owned

TV networks is Ziofakery. Biden is the unelected fake President

of ZOGUS and Zelensky is the ZIO puppet and actor of the

Ukraine, and these twin clowns are just the faces on the

television of a sophisticated money laundering operation.

 

 

Video Link

• Thanks: emerging majority
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200. Harold Smith says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:24 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Tom Welsh

Harold, I’m less inclined to see a cult or conspiracy.

Even after JFK, 9/11 and the covid scam (especially when the

serial treachery is considered collectively)?

After all, people have always been greedy for power and money – which are to a great
extent interchangeable.

The thing is, the people at the top of Western society pushing for

WW3 e.g. George Soros, are already billionaires (or almost

billionaires), many or most of whom are elderly, and they and

their multi-millionaire puppet politicians essentially have total

control of the U.S. “government.” So as we see they can and do

print all the money they want for whatever projects they want to

fund.

That these people who already have such enormous wealth,

power and influence and who thus have access to the best of

everything that Western society can offer, are willing to risk it all

including their lives and the lives of their families – by flirting

with planetary extinction for the sake of the obviously hopeless

cause of destroying Russia – strongly suggests that there is

something else motivating this behavior, doesn’t it?

I invoke Hanlon’s Razor:

“Never attribute to malice that which can be adequately explained by stupidity”.

The operative phrase here is “adequately explained.” I don’t see

how the well-coordinated and obviously self-destructive acts of

the collective West can be “adequately explained” by “stupidity.”

Adding to “stupidity” greed, selfishness, and lust for power. Which are all stupid,
considering that human beings are intrinsically social animals.
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You’ve just described many of the features of “evil” – which is

certainly “stupid” – but you’ve ignored a few critically important

ones: the planning and coordination which are characteristic of

Satanic evil and the self-destructive bent of demon-possession.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski
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201. Yukon Jack says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:46 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz

Unfortunately the commenter which goes by “mulga

mumblebrain” will learn nothing, either is not capable of

learning, or is apathetic to knowledge, or is trolling and

disrupting this site. Not much of what he/she/it says makes

much sense. Whoever or whatever ‘it’ is, is being disruptive, and

never offers any evidence for the claims ‘it’ makes. Bottom line,

we should ignore the troll. I have asked the troll to stop reading

my posts, but it will not, as it may be a paid troll. I suspect that

person is a Jewish person who lives in the dementia world of

Jewish memes, not knowledge. That is why that person says I am

a ‘climate destabilisation denialist’, without offering any facts,

reason, evidence for their viewpoint. I asked the troll to show

any evidence that the climate is currently destabilized, but the

troll can not and has not. The purpose of the troll is to defame

anyone posting anything that threatens Jewish power. The troll

is not interested in any rational discussion, the troll’s purpose is

to defame and stop rational discussion on anything that upsets

the Jewish agenda.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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202. folkvangr says:

January 11, 2023 at 5:59 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The year 2023 IS already coming crushing down on you, unless

you live off your land and plan to go off-grid any time soon. Just

look at the food prices or listen to what the bolshevick MFs have

planned for you while you keep biblethumping and hiding in

your churches where your utterly confused high priests of

morality give their blessings to castration of children.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

203. Z-man says:

@Brosi

Well, we did get the best of the German rocket scientists,

Wernher von Braun, who did help us get to the moon.

• Replies: @Zane
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204. Harold Smith says:

January 11, 2023 at 6:34 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Realist

Nonsense; he obviously ran for president of his own volition. He knew what he
was doing.

It is not evident at all.

How can you possibly claim that someone could run for

president of the U.S. without being at all conscious of it?

You’re exaggerating.

No, I am not. He is a blubbering idiot. He was born with the IQ of a corndog…now he
is brain dead.

There is no doubt that he’s an “idiot” (aren’t they all?) and there

is no doubt that he’s in a state of cognitive decline. His various

gaffes are a matter of public record so how can I dispute that? I

can’t.

Where we apparently differ is in regard to the degree of his

disability. I say he’s generally aware of what he’s doing, i.e.

loyally serving power just as he’s been doing since 1973, and you

imply that he’s completely insentient; a mere drooling vegetable.

If he was as bad as you imply he’d be of no use to his masters, his

inherent evil notwithstanding. Look at the first five or six

minutes of the following linked video. Is that a total vegetable

speaking, someone with no self-awareness whatsoever? No it’s

not; it’s someone who has some idea of what’s going on.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Harold+Smith
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And with this I’m probably done with this discussion.

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski

• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
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205. EliteCommInc. says:

January 11, 2023 at 7:18 pm GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I am not a fan pf war or nuclear war. And while the ongoing

debate about US,NATO and EU involvement in Ukraine’s

revolution is ongoing, it should be noted that Russia had the

inside trac and lost.

It should also be noted that Russia has claimed the right to use

nuclear response to a considered existential threat. In like to

like, Ukraine also has that right. And as her lands and her people

are at risk both rhetorically (claims that Ukraine is not country)

to an actual invasion. Then she has the right to defend herself in

like manner as indicated by Russia. And should that include

nuclear exchange, perhaps, the worst of all possible scenarios.

Russia would only herself to blame as she in motion the frame

for the matter at hand.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

206. EliteCommInc. says:

correction: Russia would have only herself to blame as she set in

motion the frame for the matter at hand.
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207. CelestiaQuesta says:

Would someone Pleez get Pete Buttplug out of the local

bathhouse and get these aircraft back in the air.

 
I mean seriously, if it’s not drag queen Storytime, it’s bathhouse

Pete and his rainbow elites.

https://www.the-sun.com/news/7105450/flights-grounded-

delayed-faa-system-failure/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

208. CelestiaQuesta says:

@Harold Smith

Watching or listening to plugz the babbling buffoon is just as

annoying as watching or listening to that pant suit Hag.

 
You don’t have to mention their names to know who I’m

referring, the description names them perfectly.
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209. S says:

January 11, 2023 at 9:56 pm GMT • 11.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

California has outlawed gasoline engines by a 2035 and now California has outlawed
natural gas by 2030…And now Biden wants to take this law nationwide. This is
beyond batshit crazy, these laws are intentionally trying to destroy our civilization,
and it should be recognized as such.

Yes, this ‘breakdown of civilization’ is hardly a naturally

occurring event and is indeed a quite deliberate top/down affair.

They’ve been psychologically preparing people for this for quite

some time.

‘You’ll wear leather clothes that will last you the rest of

your life.’

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=S
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‘In the world I see – you are stalking elk through the damp canyon forests around the
ruins of Rockefeller Center. You’ll wear leather clothes that will last you the rest of
your life. You’ll climb the wrist-thick kudzu vines that wrap the Sears Tower. And
when you look down, you’ll see tiny figures pounding corn, laying strips of venison
on the empty car pool lane of some abandoned superhighway.’ – Tyler Durden, Fight
Club (1999)

• Thanks: Yukon Jack
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210. S says:

January 11, 2023 at 10:27 pm GMT • 11.5 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
Finally, some good news for 2023. Zelensky has just declared

that there will be no WWIII. The bad news is this probably

means that the commencement of WWIII is now imminent.

‘There will be no third World War, it is not a trilogy.’

Golden Globes 2023: Zelenskyy says ‘there’ll be no WWIII, not a trilogy’

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky made a virtual appearance at the 80th
Golden Globes awards ceremony, during which he said “there’ll be no third world
war, it is not a trilogy”.

The President was introduced by actor-director Sean Penn, best known for his
Academy Award-winning performances in 2003’s ‘Mystic River’ and 2008’s ‘Milk’.

[MORE]

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

211. Zane says:

@Z-man

Nobody went to any moon.

• Disagree: Z-man
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212. c matt says:

@The roman

The correct spelling is psychophants.
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213. Hulkamania says:

January 11, 2023 at 11:55 pm GMT • 11.5 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Zane

If you think China has ” outdone ” the West it doesn’t sound like you have ever been
to China. Much of it is a third or second world craphole

This is even more true of the USA, except with much higher

crime rates, worse transportation, worse public health, etc.

China has poor and wealthy areas, like everywhere else on earth.

But unlike the west, these places in China, poor or wealthy, are

liveable. The USA is an unlivable shit hole across the board.

Guys like you claim to hate Jews so much, yet you never miss an

opportunity to defend their Jewish shit hole countries (i.e. “the

west”). Shouldn’t you be thanking the Jews if you love their

countries so much?

• Agree: Harold Smith
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214. Hibernian says:

@Carlton Meyer

It’s more than a little Leftist for an alleged business publication.
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215. Odyssey says:

January 12, 2023 at 1:51 am GMT • 11.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

You made it a task for me to look up some old articles I read long

ago. Her father was a Czech press attaché in Belgrade before the

war. Ten days after the German conquest of the Czech Republic,

her Jewish family fled from Prague by train to Belgrade. The

director of the largest Politika newspaper arranged visas for

them to the UK for her father as a correspondent for his

newspaper. However, my claim about the temporary custody of a

Jewish child from the Germans referred to a different case. After

the war, they returned to Belgrade, where her father was

ambassador. There she often met Tito, recited poems and even

gave him Czech food during the Czechoslovakia Day celebration,

which she described in her biography.

An unknown detail is that she was in Belgrade around 1954-

1957, now an American. It is mentioned that she had a

Montenegrin boyfriend but that in his absence, she had an affair

with a couple of his acquaintances (their names are listed). It is

even said that she may have been pregnant and married an

American military attaché, but that marriage was short-lived. I

don’t know if it’s true, but there were hints of a lawsuit due to

the presentation of those details, but it didn’t happen. In short,

all this is irrelevant. She will go down in history that she went

from being the greatest friend of the Serbs to become their

greatest enemy who forced their bombing and that she thought

500K Iraqi children killed was worth the removal of Saddam

Hussein (who wanted to stop selling oil in dollars).

• Thanks: Commentator Mike
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216. Reginald Elings says:

January 12, 2023 at 1:52 am GMT • 11.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

Thx for the video-I knew I seen it before somewhere. The surface

ships fairly survived, but the real effect would be under water

and the effects on submarines could/would be devastating. It is

my understanding, that the Russian 100MT war head torpedo’s

have an ‘AI’ installed, that allows them the enter ports where the

US Ohio class subs are docked in their hardened pens and

destroy them-just rumor, mind you.

Are you aware of the allegations that Nickola Tesla discovered

something that is/was called ‘scaler wave energy? I understand

that this technology would make it possible to create massive

earthquakes which could, in theory be used on land as well as in

the sea-if real; this would be a far more effective way to create

tsunamis and earthquakes rather from a 100MT ‘firecracker’!!

This weaponry may have already been deployed-we will never

know for sure.

THX

 
REGG

• Agree: Odyssey

• Replies: @Odyssey
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217. Quartermaster says:

January 12, 2023 at 2:15 am GMT • 11.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Wrong question. The right question is:

Is Putin willing to destroy his country in an attempt to realize his

imperial ambitions?

As it stands, he has no chance of reaching his goals in Ukraine.

All he can do is feed more untrained cannon fodder into the

meat grinder. He’s already having to run press gangs and scrape

out his prisons for industrial labor and cannon fodder.

Putin has, once more, changed the guy in charge of rearranging

the deck chairs on the Titanic. The poor guy has less to work

with than his predecessor, and he will have even less success.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

218. SOL says:

Lord have mercy.

• Replies: @Zane
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219. YesYesCircle says:

@The Germ Theory of Disease

And better than 2024.
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220. Odyssey says:

January 12, 2023 at 5:56 am GMT • 11.2 days ago • 400

Words   ↑
@Reginald Elings

The Russians have released a documentary describing the

disaster that occurred in the early morning hours of June 30,

1908, in the forest next to the Podkamena Tunguska River, in an

area larger than the Crimea, and linking it to Nikola Tesla’s

experiment. The explosion itself was heard up to 1,000

kilometers from the epicenter. Its energy was 20 times greater

than the explosion of the bombs dropped on Hiroshima.

The Tungun phenomenon results from Tesla’s experiment on the

transmission of energy over long distances from the tower in

New York.

The forest of 200,000 hectares was burned, burned for two days.

The waves also knocked down trees. Eyewitnesses who lived in

that sparsely populated place said they saw cosmically glowing

balls as big as the sun in the sky. Some listed another 40

different forms.

The investigators managed to get to the epicenter only after 19

years. They looked for the remains of the meteor, which, of

course, they never found. Very quickly, the investigation into this

event came to a dead end after numerous theories. Over time,

the Russians began to associate the mysterious explosion, as if

from 2,000 bombs, with Tesla.

Astronomer Vitaly Romeyko states in the documentary that

there was a massive glow in an area of 12 to 13 million square

kilometers.

– It’s a vast space. The night did not come in Italy, and the sky

was brightly lit in Germany until midnight. The lighting was

8,000 times greater than, for example, on June 29, the day

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Odyssey
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before the explosion. So, the meteoric hypothesis cannot explain

that – says Romeyko.

Russian geophysicist Andrey Olkhovatov estimated that the

phenomenon that occurred in 1908 was not related to the fall of

an asteroid or a comet but rather a complex geophysical

phenomenon that was completely unreasonable.

Finally, the Russians realize that the Tunguan disaster was the

work of one man, and they recall that Tesla himself announced

in 1915 that he had built a wireless transmitter that could crash

at a distance. In this regard, Academician Dmitry Strebkov,

Doctor of Technical Sciences, explains how this is possible:

‘This is real. Tesla, with his generator, in the Wardenclyffe

Tower, ignited the discharge in a large area, and the energy of

the current ring, passing over New York, is transmitted to the

Tunguska region.’

On Sunday, July 4, 1917, the US Army blew up the Wardenclyffe

Tower.

• Troll: PhysicistDave
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221. Republic says:

@Anonymous

Check out this video about Western soldiers fighting in Ukraine

 
https://dimitrilascaris.org/2023/01/02/western-soldiers-

reveal-the-sordid-reality-of-the-ukraine-war/
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222. Political Science 101 says:

@Judd

I am not saying that at all. Didn’t you learn in grade 2 to not put

words into other peoples mouths.
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223. Greta Handel says:

@Tucker

Oops. While the mistake was likely obvious, my

So Tucker’s apparently fallen for a stale lie.

should be

So Yukon Jack’s apparently fallen for a stale lie.
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224. Sollipsist says:

January 12, 2023 at 4:13 pm GMT • 10.8 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
Thinking locally… as far as fallout and prevailing winds goes, LA

is a little bit close to us for comfort, and then there’s always the

major secondary target of Nellis Air Force Base to consider. And

of course mourn the suffering and loss of life.

But all things considered, destruction of the stated targets could

only improve the country in the long run. Might be the best thing

for us.
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225. folkvangr says:

Off topic: It turns out that all Jews – members of the

parliaments of the world – have their own official organization:

The World Association of Jewish Deputies. Does anyone know

anything about? Nothing on the Internet so far. Thanks.
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226. Reginald Elings says:

January 13, 2023 at 2:20 am GMT • 10.4 days ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith

Anything can be ‘proven’ on a computer, but that is still not the

same as the real world, computers are a good tool, but have

limitations; reality can only be observed in reality-I digress

I still say that the 100MT (allegedly) torpedo built by the

Russians is to SMALL to create a 1200′ tsunami in an attempt to

flood the entire east/west coasts of the US! I am familiar with

the video you sent (Thanks) but there is more; another 21kilo

bomb later, was detonated 500 miles or so, from San Diego

where under water containers simulating submarines had

cameras on board that showed the instant crushing of their hulls

from the detonation. The torpedo described above would far be

better served, as a counterforce weapon against the US nuclear

missile carrying subs of the US navy on the high seas or against

their hardened sub pens’ in San Diego, Norfolk Virginia etc.. etc..

The Sumatra quake of 2004 yielded an estimated 2 t0 4

GIGATONS (Billions of tons of TNT) THAT still managed to kill

100,000+ people and cause billions in property damage from

only a 30 to 50 foot tsunami. The 2011 Japanese quake was even

larger with a generated tsunami of around 90 to 120 feet or so,

but still caused a lot of damage-both were FAR short of creating

a 1200′ super wave that would have flooded both Sumatra and

Japan and a lot more!

I think that this nonsense about a 1200+ tsunamis created by

these Russian weapons was a psyop created by the MSM to make

individual (Conspiracy!?) thinkers like ourselves, look stupid;

like the peddling of the ‘flat earth’ nonsense.

We independent thinkers have to be careful what is

disseminated in this world.
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Best to you
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227. Old Brown Fool says:

January 13, 2023 at 3:14 am GMT • 10.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

a nuclear war that would potentially destroy the planet

No, a nuclear war among the Homo insipiens will not destroy the

planet. It will destroy much of the paper economy, yes, a very

large population of the Whites, yes, a very large population of

the Chinese and Indians, yes again, but it will not shatter the

planet into smithereens. Life will go on, some humans may

survive, and may even slowly rebuild civilisation; rats may

become the dominant species, insects may evolve into funnier

shapes, but destruction of the planet, no. It won’t even be

comparable with the major mass extinctions. It is a mass

extinction alright, but only for humans and dogs, not even for

cats.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

228. Vonu says:

I wouldn’t miss any of the specified cities for very long, if at all.

 
The detonation of a Russian 800-kiloton warhead above above

any of them would leave them looking like the Trinity site after

its single small detonation.
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229. Marcali says:

@messageinabottle

“IE: Russia would have won regardless.”

By retreating under Moscow? Why did Stalin seek a separate

peace then?

Why was this Lend-lease not taught in the history of the Soviet

Union?
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230. Jeff Davis says:

January 13, 2023 at 8:21 pm GMT • 9.6 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Greta Handel

Just a short comment to perhaps clear things up a bit.

It appears that Yukon Jack hates the government and all

politicians.

OK, that seems reasonable enough.

But it is likely to create an inconvenience. Hating government

and politicians likely means that Jack is going to bad mouth

everybody involved, and do so indiscriminately. Donald Trump,

Joe Biden, everybody. Which means that anything that gets said

— true, false, fabricated, misinterpreted — anything at all that is

disparaging, will be believed and repeated by Yukon Jack. Which

is not really good for Jack’s overall credibility.

Take for instance the comment “Trump said what good are

nuclear weapons if you can’t use them?”

Greta reports, above:

“I just spent a couple minutes researching the purported Trump

statement.

It appears to have first been reported, citing an anonymous

source who claimed to have briefed Trump, by MSNBC’s Joe

Scarborough during the 2016 election campaign, …”

Okay. Well first, Joe Scarborough is an MSNBC lying piece of

shit, so there’s that. And then there’s the “anonymous source

who claimed to have briefed Trump” who surely was a seditious,

anti-Trump, insider weasel from the treasonous Deep State. So

right off the bat you have two totally shit sources for the so-

called Trump “quote”.
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But even assuming the quote actually resembles something

Trump said, considering the “sources” I would suspect some out-

of-context spin to turn a rational and sensible comment into

something evil sounding.

Try this for example.

“These nuclear weapons are monstrous. We each have thousands

of them on hair trigger, ready to destroy the world. That’s crazy.

Everyone agrees that we can’t go there … that we can’t use them.

Yet we continue to keep them around. We just do nothing but sit

on them. Sitting on a time bomb just waiting for someone to

screw up and blow up the world.

We can’t use them. We don’t dare use them. So tell me, what

good are nuclear weapons if you can’t use them?”

That’s what I think Trump said, and the war-mongering, Trump-

hating, intel traitor just turned it around. Then Joe Scarborough

just ran with the lie.

Whatever.

• Thanks: Greta Handel
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231. mulga mumblebrain says:

@Yukon Jack

“Rational’ discussion with an ignorant, moronic, bigotted sub-

troll? It is to laugh. You’re very near the bottom of the barrel,

Jerk, down there with A123, Zane and the others. However do

imbeciles disguise their inadequacies from themselves?
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232. mulga mumblebrain says:

January 14, 2023 at 6:12 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Yukon Jack

You wouldn’t know a ‘top scientist’ if it was surgically implanted

into you. The REALITY is that continued fossil fuel use,

particularly of methane, will lead to leaks, higher atmospheric

methane levels, and, therefore, more energy trapped in the Earth

system. Then climate and other chaos.

 
That you cannot, or will not, accept simple science and

undeniable evidence from reality, leaves one to ponder whether

you are very stupid, or something far worse. I began to suspect,

after twenty or so years of increasingly fanatical and brainless

denialism, that something more than intractable imbecility was

at work with the death-cult.

 
I am now fully convinced that this is a battle between Good and

Evil. Between those who want to save humanity from a climate

destabilisation apocalypse, or creatures like you who either

couldn’t give a stuff, or so hate Life on Earth that they wish to

see it destroyed. After years of study of human psychopathology

I put the life-hating wickedness down to inheritance, very poor

family life, lack of love in childhood and intense self-hatred

projected onto humanity. Just which of these you suffer from

only you know. I hope you escape the Hell of your twisted psyche

some day, if only in case there is a ‘just and vengeful God’, in

which case you’d be in deep shit. Of course you may simply be an

alien reptile, looking forward to hotter times. PS Thanks for the

bizarre prohibition of my reading and replying to your shite. I’ve

not had such a laugh for ages.
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233. mulga mumblebrain says:

January 14, 2023 at 6:19 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz

NO! Lindzen is bizarre egotist, appearing with another bizarre

egotist. Why do Rightists imagine that one senile contrarian

negates the work of tens of thousands, AND the observations

from reality eg the last nine years being the hottest ever

recorded, according to NASA/NOAA? Searching for excuses to

hold onto your fossil fuel shares, are you?

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
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234. Anonymous[381] • Disclaimer says:

Well this, from The Center for Study of the Totally Fucking

Obvious, is a fun start for 23!

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nixon-threatened-reveal-

cias-involvement-kennedy-assassination-roger-stone-claims

Looks like the FDA hoods don’t want to take the fall for CIA’s

germ warfare and medical experimentation. Who’d a thunk it?
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235. Zane says:

@SOL

” Lord have mercy “.

Amen to that, pilgrim.
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236. elmerfudzie says:

January 15, 2023 at 5:12 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
The Business Insider article that lists cities targeted for

thermonuclear war is based on outdated information. The initial

attack unfolds with a large atomic detonation many miles above

central USA. The resulting EMP burst would fry the electronics

in every vehicle made after 1980, release an electromagnetic

storm magnitudes stronger than the Carrington Event of 1859.

All power generation plants would cease to function, ditto

hospitals, manufacturing, service sector such as water pumping

and yes, immobilize every plane on the ground or in the air-

they’d fall right out of the sky.

There are indeed several cities of interest built into this scenario

e.g., the deep warm water ports and or naval

submarine/shipping yards like San Diego, Groton, Conn, Frisco

Bay, LA as well as high tech centers, Seattle and Omaha, NE

where all underground telephonic cables from the West

converge and then fan out to the Eastern part of the country,

destroying Offutt AFB (US Command HQ) too.

Washington DC has been a ghost town for several years now.

The Politicians and top bureaucrats keep on the move, avoid full

sessions or gatherings of Congresspersons, top CEO, COO’s and

the like. NYC metro area, will remain a hub for finance and

business enterprise, maritime, the most wealthy thus will be an

important target as well.

Surface transportation is gradually shifting to underground

highways currently used by Walmart. These vehicles may avoid

the EMP effect. Visit

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=elmerfudzie
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and https://strangesounds.org/2021/10/walmarts-secret-

military-bases-linked-underground-tunnels.html for additional

details.

Of course the end users of these deliveries will either be the very

rich , critical military or essential brain trust…the rest of us will

be expected to roll up and die. Marijuana and narcotics will be

freely available for the Terminals!! (us) but when the deliveries

dry up, then what you xox#xx#x Effen lunatics!
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237. Wizard of Oz says:

@mulga mumblebrain

If youare going to rely on pesonal denigration of Lindzen as

senile you had better stop people listening him and alsosnoticing

that what he is saying is consistent with his early work.
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238. FifthDim says:

January 21, 2023 at 8:09 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The exchange will be thermo-nuclear, so, be prepared, in case

you survive to engage in cannibalism, stone-age defense and

attack from and to other survivors with slingshots and spears.

If you think that missiles will fly from Moskow to the US across

Europe and the Atlantic Ocean stop watching Hollywood trash,

just bear in mind that Russia is only 55 miles away from Alaska.
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